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Rule 52(b) Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 4 
Rule 54(b) Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 1 
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION AND 
DESCRIPTION OF PROCEEDINGS BELOW 
This is an appeal from an Interlocutory Decree which has been 
certified as a final judgment pursuant to Rule 54(b) of the Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure by the Honorable Don V. Tibbs of the Sixth 
Judicial District Court. 
The action below is in two counts; Count I being an appeal of a 
decision of the Utah State Engineerf and Count II being an action to 
quiet title to a water right. Because ownership of the water right 
will likely determine the outcome of the State Engineer appeal, the 
issues below were bifurcatedf with the quiet title action being 
tried first. This action is an appeal from that decision. 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 
The issues before the Court on appeal are: 
1. Can a water right initiated under statutory authority of 
§73-3-1 et. seq. U.C.A. 1953 pass as an appurtenance to land under 
§73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953 before the Utah State Engineer issues a 
certificate of appropriation? 
2. Did water pass as an appurtenance to land under authority 
of 73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953? 
3. In the absence of any ambiguity in the deed, can parol 
evidence be used to contradict or vary its terms? 
4. Did water pass as an appurtenance to land under authority 
of §73-1-11 after the Utah State Engineer issued the certificate of 
appropriation? 
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5. Was the evidence sufficient to support the trial court's 
judgment? 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES 
Section 73-1-10 U.C.A. 1953 provides: 
Water rights, whether evidenced by decrees, by 
certificates of appropriation, by diligence claims to the 
use of surface or underground water or by water users1 
claims filed in general determination proceedings, shall 
be transferred by deed in substantially the same manner as 
real estate. . .and such deeds shall be recorded in books 
kept for that purpose in the office of the recorder of the 
county where the place of diversion of the water from its 
natural channel is situated and in the county where the 
water is applied. A certified copy of such deed, or other 
instrument, transferring such water right shall be 
promptly transmitted by the county recorder to the state 
engineer for filing. Every deed of a water right so 
recorded shall, from the time of filing the same with the 
recorder for record, impart notice to all persons of the 
contents thereof, and subsequent purchasers, mortgagees 
and lien holders shall be deemed to purchase and take with 
notice thereof. 
Section 73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953 provides: 
A right to the use of water appurtenant to land shall pass 
to the grantee of such land. . .provided, that any such 
right to the use of water, or any part thereof, may be 
reserved by the grantor in any such conveyance by making 
such reservation in express terms in such conveyance, or 
it may be separately conveyed. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
1. Nature of the Case. 
This is an action to quiet title to a water right, Application 
to Segregate Water No. 26838a, Certificate 8497, Water User Claim 
No. 85-102 (hereinafter Segregation 26838a (85-102)). The focus of 
the action is the root titles by which the parties claim their 
respective interests. 
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Plaintiff Larry Little claims title by virtue of a deed dated 
January 16f 1968 whereby his mother and father made a conveyance of 
land to himself and his brother and sisters in undivided interests 
without expressly reserving the water being used thereon. 
(Plaintiff's root title is marked as plaintiff's Exhibit 9 and 
plaintiff's Exhibit D-2, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit A). 
Under authority of §73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953 a conveyance of land passes 
an appurtenant water right unless the same is expressly reserved. 
Cortella v. Salt Lake City, 93 Utah 236f 72 P.2d 630 (Utah 1937). 
Defendants Greene & Weed Investments (Greene & Weed), and Leon 
S. and Caroline Lippincott (Lippincotts) claim their title through 
the same grantors by virtue of two quit claim deeds, one of which is 
dated November 17, 1969. (Defendants' root titles are marked as 
Exhibits L-l and L-2; copies are attached as Exhibit B) . They 
contend the subject water right was expressly conveyed to them 
through these quit claim deeds. 
Since defendants' chain of title starts approximately two years 
after plaintiff claims water passed as an appurtenance to land, 
defendants, of necessity, have claimed water did not pass as an 
appurtenance to land on January 16, 1968. Thereafter, defendants 
contend that water again did not pass as an appurtenance to land in 
late December 1969 when plaintiff and plaintiff's brother and 
sisters joined in dividing between themselves, by warranty deed 
without reservation, the same lands upon which the water was being 
placed to use. (Plaintiff's Exhibits D-3, D-4 and D-5; copies are 
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attached as Exhibit C.) Here, they ask the court to look to 
evidence extrinsic to the deeds themselves which allegedly reflect 
the grantors1 intent contemporaneous with the execution of the 
deeds. 
As a result of the above, the respective chains of title of 
plaintiff and defendants are entirely different, including their 
root titles. It is plaintiff's position that since his deed of 
January 16f 1968 (Exhibit A hereto) is, on its facef plain, clear 
and without ambiguity, that this Court should find, as a matter of 
law, that it was sufficient to pass an appurtenant water right. 
Moreover, since the deeds of December 1969 (Exhibit C hereto) also 
failed to expressly reserve the water and are similarly without 
ambiguity, the Court can again find, as a matter of law, that they 
too passed an appurtenant water right. Accordingly, the subject 
water right would fall within plaintiff's chain of title and outside 
that of defendants'. 
2. Course of Proceedings in the District Court. 
After trial, the District Court, the Honorable Don V. Tibbs 
presiding, entered judgment in favor of defendants Greene and Weed 
and Lippincotts, thereby approving their chain of title and 
rejecting that of plaintiff Larry Little. Judgment was entered 
on October 23, 1986. 
Thereafter and pursuant to Rule 52(b) of the Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure, plaintiff moved the Court to amend the Findings of 
Pact and Conclusions of Law, basing his motion on the failure of the 
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Court to include certain specific findings of fact and conclusions 
of law which the Court expressly made at the close of trial, but 
which were not included in the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law subsequently entered by the Court. After hearing, a portion of 
those specific Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law were included 
in the Court's Order, but others were rejected. Larry Little filed 
an Amended Notice of Appeal on February 13, 1987. 
3. Statement of Relevant Facts. 
This case evolves from the actions of Lester F. and Madge C. 
Little, husband and wife. All parties to this action claim their 
respective interests in the subject water right through these common 
grantors, albeit through different chains of title. Lester F. and 
Madge C. Little are the parents of five children, two of which, 
plaintiff Larry Little and defendant Caroline Lippincott, are 
involved in this action. 
On April 12, 1955, Lester F. Little filed Application to 
Appropriate Water No. 26838 (85-33) with the Utah State Engineer's 
Office. That application was for 10 cubic feet per second (cfs) of 
water out of two wells for use on 160 acres. It is not, however, 
the subject of this action (Finding of Fact 8 (hereafter FF )). 
Rather, it is the original filing (mother application) from which 
the subject water right was later segregated. On or about October 
15, 1958, the State Engineer approved this original application, 
thereby authorizing Mr. Little to proceed with the construction of 
the necessary works to perfect the proposed appropriation. §73-3-2 
D.C.A. 1953. 
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Thereafter, on November 30, 1967, Lester F. Little filed an 
application to segregate a portion of Application 26838 (85-33) -
which under authority of §73-3-27 U.C.A. 1953 had the effect of 
making the original application and the segregated portion separate 
water rights. Once a segregation application is approved, the State 
Engineer assigns it a separate file number and file jacket, and 
treats it in all respects separately (Transcript Pages 84f 85 f 
(hereafter Tr. )). In this casef the segregated application was 
assigned Application No. 26838a, the lower case "a" denoting its 
status as a segregated right and File No. (85-102) denoting the 
State Engineer designated area and number. (Plaintiff's Exhibit 2). 
Through the segregation, Lester F. Little segregated .92 cfs out of 
the 10 cfs involved in the mother right, for use on 83.3 acres (FF 
9), Pre-Trial Order 111(b) (hereafter PTO )). 
Less than one month later, on December 19, 1967, Lester F. 
Little submitted Proof of Appropriation on Segregation No. 26838a 
(85-102) (FF 11, plaintiff's Exhibit 41). "Proof" is a sworn 
statement by the appropriator and his or her proof engineer that the 
appropriation is complete - the diversion facilities having been 
constructed and the water actually having been placed to beneficial 
use. §73-3-16 U.C.A. 1953. It includes maps, profiles and drawings 
prepared by the proof engineer locating the completed works, place 
of use, etc. and is the last statutory step required of an 
applicant. Thereafter, the State Engineer simply issues a 
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certificate of appropriation, if it is made to appear that the 
appropriation has been completed in accordance with the application. 
§73-3-17 U.C.A. 1953. In this particular case, the State Engineer 
because of other pressing problems (Tr. 50, 51) did not actually 
issue the certificate until October 21, 1969, and because of a 
descriptive error, the certificate was amended on November 25, 1969 
(PTO 111(d), PP 14). 
The Certificate of Appropriation, among other things, 
specifically describes the lands where the water is actually placed 
to use. In this particular case it lists the place of use as being 
the same 83.3 acres described by Lester F. Little in his submission 
of proof filed December 19, 1967. (Plaintiff's Exhibit 4 and 
Exhibits E-a and E-b). Further, all parties to this action have by 
stipulation agreed that water under Segregation 26838a (85-102) was 
actually placed to use on said 83.3 acres during the irrigation 
seasons 1967 through 1969 and the trial court so found. (Order 
Amending Findings of Fact 1 (hereafter Order Amending PF )), Tr. 
42, 43, FF 11). Moreover, the State Engineer's records reflect that 
no change application on the subject water right was filed between 
October 21, 1969 and April of 1978 (PTO 111(f)), which under 
authority of §73-3-3 U.C.A. 1953, would have been necessary to 
change the water's place of use. 
The point of demarcation between Larry Little's chain of title 
and that of defendants occurred January 16, 1968, less than one 
month after Lester F. Little submitted Proof of Appropriation on 
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Segregation 26838a (85-102). It was then that Lester P. and Madge 
C. Little conveyed 80.1 acres of the 83.3 acres covered by 
Segregation No. 26838a (85-102) to their children in undivided 
one-fifth interests. (Exhibit A attached hereto; plaintiff's 
Exhibit D-2). (The other 3.2 acres were previously transferred by 
Lester and Madge Little to John K. Little, another son (PTO 
IV(d-D). The deed of January 16, 1968 did not expressly reserve 
the water and it is through this conveyance that plaintiff Larry 
Little claims his root title. It is also the root title found in 
the abstract of title maintained by the Utah State Engineer for the 
subject water right and is filed of record with the Kane County 
Recorder. (Plaintiff's Exhibit 6. A copy of the State Engineer's 
Abstract is attached as Exhibit D). 
Defendants' root title came into being almost two years later, 
on November 17, 1969, when Lester P. and Madge C. Little 
quit-claimed their interest in the mother right, Application No. 
26838 (85-33) to two of their daughters, Clara Bess Grams and Lorna 
Little Cottam (PTO V(2), Exhibit B attached, Exhibits L-l and L-2). 
However, in addition to expressly describing the mother application 
by number, the quit claim deed described a Well No. 1 as being 
located North 2465 feet and West 2640 feet from the Southeast Corner 
of Section 25, Township 43 South, R5W, SLM, Utah. Later, in an 
undated deed without notarization, the same grantors quit-claimed 
the same water mother application to the same grantees, the 
difference being that Well No. 1 was described as being located 
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North 425 feet and West 2582 feet from the East one quarter corner 
of Section 25, T43S, R5W, SLM, Utah - in close proximity to that 
described as the point of diversion for Segregation No. 26838a 
(85-102). (See Exhibit E-a and E-b) . Neither quit claim deed was 
recorded with the Kane County Recorder or placed in the file 
maintained by the Utah State Engineer for Segregation 26838a 
(85-102). Both deeds are found in the State Engineer file 
maintained for Application 26838 (85-33), which is not at issue in 
this proceeding (PTO V(2)). 
Shortly thereafter, Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams 
joined their two brothers and one sister in dividing amongst 
themselves the property their mother and father had conveyed to them 
by deed dated January 16f 1968 (plaintiff's root titlef Exhibit A 
hereto). By separate deeds the five children joined in conveying to 
themselves the following: 
(a) By Deed dated December 30f 1969, 8.0 acres of the 
subject 83.3 acres was conveyed to John K. Little. (Exhibit 
D-3 and attached as Exhibit C). 
(b) By Deed dated December 30f 1969, 30.1 acres of the 
subject 83.3 acres was conveyed to Larry L. Little. (Exhibit 
D-4 and attached as Exhibit C). 
(c) B^ Deed dated December 31, 1969, 41.3 acres of the 
subject 83.3 acres was conveyed to Lorna Little Cottam and 
Clara Bess Little Grams. (Exhibit D-5 and attached as Exhibit 
C). 
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(PP 16) . None of the deeds expressly reserved water and it is 
undisputed that water had been used on the subject 80.1 acres during 
the irrigation season immediately preceding the conveyance (Order 
Amending FF 1, Tr. 42, 43). Moreover, the Amended Certificate of 
Appropriation on Segregation 26838a (85-102) had issued on November 
25, 1969, one month prior to the conveyances, thereby conclusively 
establishing water use on the acreage involved in the conveyances.. 
This series of conveyances constitutes the 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
instruments of conveyance in Larry Little's chain of title. They 
are not found in defendants' chain of title (PTO III, IV, and V) . 
Defendants' second instrument of conveyance is an Assignment dated 
September 1, 1972 (PTO IV and V). 
Although there were numerous documents and instruments of the 
conveyance taken into evidence with respect to each of the parties' 
chains of title, this action will turn on the above referenced 
conveyances. If water passed as an appurtenance to land on January 
16, 1968 then the Court under authority of §73-1-11 should validate 
Larry Little's chain of title. If it did not, the Court still must 
determine whether Greene & Weed and Lippincotts' chain of title is 
sufficient to vest title to the water rights in them. A summary 
chart of the parties' respective chains of title is attached as 
Exhibit "E". Copies of the actual instruments of conveyance are 
attached as Exhibits A, B and C. They are found in the record as 
Exhibits D-2, D-3, D-4, D-5 and L-l and L-2. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
I 
UNDER §73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953 A CONVEYANCE OF LAND 
PASSES AN APPURTENANT WATER RIGHT UNLESS THE SAME 
IS EXPRESSLY RESERVED 
It is well established Utah law that a deed to land in 
statutory form conveys whatever right the grantor has to the water 
appurtenant to land, unless the water is expressly reserved. 
Cortella v. Salt Lake City, 93 Utah 236, 72 P.2d 630 (Utah 1937)? 
Anderson v. Hamson, 5 Utah 151r 167 P. 254 (Utah 1917). The 
applicable statute, §73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953, could not be more clear. 
It provides, "A right to the use of water appurtenant to land shall 
pass to the grantee of such land" unless expressly reserved. 
In the instant action, water passed as an appurtenance to land, 
and under plaintiff's chain of title, on January 16, 1968. The deed 
(Exhibit A hereto) on its face is plain, clear and without 
ambiguity. Moreover, there is absolutely no extrinsic evidence in 
the record that would illuminate the grantors' intent 
contemporaneous with the execution of the deed. We have only the 
deed itself which included "all improvements and appurtenances 
appertaining thereto". It did not expressly reserve the water. 
Therefore, when the same grantors, two years later and in two quit 
claim deeds filled with ambiguity and needing extrinsic evidence to 
even demonstrate a tie with Segregation No. 26838a (85-102), 
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conveyed their interest, if any, in the mother application the 
water under Segregation No. 26838a (85-102) had already passed to 
the grantors1 five children as an appurtenance to land. 
Surprisingly, whether water passed as an appurtenance to land 
under plaintiff's chain of title and by deed dated January 16f 1968 
or by defendants' chain of title and by the quit claim deeds of 
November 17f 1969, the subject water right ultimately came into the 
possession of Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams. In December 
of 1969 Ms. Cottam and Ms. Grams either held an undivided one-fifth 
interest in the water right under plaintiff's chain of title and by 
virtue of the deed of January 16, 1968 o£ they owned it all under 
the quit claim deeds of November 17, 1969 which constitute 
defendants' root title. (See Exhibit E Title Summary Chart attached 
hereto). In either event, it is undisputed that thereafter, in late 
December 1969, Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams joined their 
brothers and sisters and by three separate warranty deeds conveyed 
the land upon which the water had been used to themselves 
individually. John Kenyon Little received 8 acres, plaintiff Larry 
Little received 30.1 acres, and Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess 
Little Grams received 41.3 acres. (See Exhibit C and E hereto). 
These deeds included all "appurtenances". They did not expressly 
reserve the water. Accordingly, water under Segregation 26838a 
(85-102) would have again passed as an appurtenance to land under 
authority of §73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953. 
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II 
WATER BECOMES APPURTENANT TO LAND 
ONCE THE APPROPRIATION IS COMPLETE 
Water rights, whether evidenced by decrees, by certificates of 
appropriation, by diligence claims or by statements of water user's 
claims in general determination proceedings are established through 
the physical acts of diverting water from its natural source and 
applying it to a beneficial use. The appropriation is complete once 
those physical acts have been accomplished. A decree, certificate 
of appropriation, diligence claim or a statement of water user's 
claim merely confirms that the work has been done; they serve only 
as evidence of that which has already been accomplished. Therefore, 
it makes no sense to hold that water cannot pass as an appurtenance 
to land under authority of §73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953, until a certificate 
of appropriation issues. 
The issuance of a certificate merely confirms that which all 
the parties to this action have admitted as fact - that the grantor 
had completed his appropriation and had actually placed the water to 
use on the parcel being conveyed. Under these circumstances, where 
proof of appropriation is undisputed, but the certificate has not 
issued, water should pass as an appurtenance to land, unless 
expressly reserved. 
Under §73-3-17 U.C.A. 1953, the issuance of a certificate is 
only prima facie evidence of a water right. It merely creates a 
rebuttable presumption of the right claimed - no more, no less. 
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And, if the water right is subject to challenge after the issuance 
of a certificate, it should certainly be subject to proof before the 
issuance of a certificate. 
Ill 
IT IS WELL ESTABLISHED UTAH LAW THAT THE INTENT 
OP THE MAKER OF AN INSTRUMENT MUST BE ASCERTAINED 
FIRST FROM THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE INSTRUMENT ITSELF 
Plaintiff's root title came into existence on January 16, 1968 
when his mother and father conveyed, without reservation, 80.1 acres 
of land upon which water was being placed to use under Segregation 
26838a (85-102) to plaintiff and his brother and sisters in 
undivided one-fifth interests. Thereafter, the children divided 
said acreage between themselves, again without reserving the water, 
by a series of three warranty deeds. 
The language contained in each of the above referenced deeds is 
plain, clear and without ambiguity. Nowhere is it contended 
otherwise - the defendants did not so contend and the trial court 
did not so find. Nevertheless, the trial court erroneously chose to 
ignore the plain and clear language of those deeds and address the 
issue anew - basing its ruling on assumptions and inference rather 
than on the plain meaning of the deeds by which the grantors made 
their conveyances. 
If defendants had attempted to introduce extrinsic evidence to 
demonstrate intent, it clearly would not have been inadmissible. 
Hartman v. Potter, 596 P.2d 653, 656 (Utah 1979); Williams v. First 
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Colony Life Insurance Co., 593 P.2d 534, 536 (Utah 1979). But, 
because it was introduced to establish their own title, it became 
admissible for that purpose. However, just because the extrinsic 
evidence may have been admissible for purposes of demonstrating 
defendant's chain of title, it nevertheless cannot be used to 
establish the grantor's intent. That must be ascertained first from 
the four corners of the instrument itself. Continental Bank and 
Trust Co. v. Bybee, 6 Utah 2d 98, 306 P.2d 773, 775 (1957). See also 
Williams v. First Colony Life Insurance Co., 593 P.2d 534, 536 (Utah 
1979)? Big Butte Ranch, Inc. v. Holm, 570 P.2d 690, 691 (Utah 1977). 
And, whether an instrument is ambiguous is a matter of law, Morris 
v. Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co., 658 P.2d 1199, 1200 
(Utah 1983). Where the terms are clear and complete, the 
interpretation of the instrument is also a matter of law. Id. at 
1201. 
IV 
THE TRIAL COURT'S RULING IS NOT CONSISTENT WITH 
EITHER PLAINTIFF'S OR DEFENDANTS' THEORY OF TITLE 
Plaintiff and defendant's chains of title are mutually 
exclusive. The trial court nevertheless made findings of fact 
supporting plaintiff's chain of title while ruling for defendant. 
Such action cannot be reconciled and is sufficient justification in 
itself to reverse the trial court. 
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ARGUMENT 
I 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN DETERMINING THAT 
A WATER RIGHT INITIATED UNDER AUTHORITY OP 
§73-3-1 U.C.A. 1953 CANNOT PASS AS AN APPURTENANCE 
TO LAND UNDER §73-1-11 U.C.A, 1953 UNTIL THE UTAH 
STATE ENGINEER ISSUES A CERTIFICATE OP APPROPRIATION 
It is well settled in this jurisdiction that a deed in statutory 
form, without reservation of water, conveys whatever water rights 
the grantor has to the water appurtenant to land. §73-1-11 U.C.A. 
1953; Thompsonr et al v. McKinney, et al, 63 P.2d 1056 (Utah 1937); 
Roberts v. Roberts, 584 P.2d 378 (Utah 1978). The relevant statute, 
§73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953f does not specify a "certificated right" or a 
"diligence right", it simply provides: "a right to the use of water 
appurtenant to land shall pass to the grantee of such land" unless 
reserved in express terms. Andf under Utah law, it is clear that a 
water user holding an approved application is entitled to use the 
water (Tr. 51) - moreoverf he or she is under an obligation to 
complete the construction and place the water to beneficial use 
within the time fixed by the State Engineer or risk having the 
application lapsed. §73-3-10 and §73-3-12 U.C.A. 1953. Placing the 
water to beneficial use is necessary to complete the appropriation 
and is a pre-condition to the issuance of a certificate of 
appropriation under §73-3-17 U.C.A. 1953. 
In the instant action, the grantors held more than an approved 
application to appropriate water; they had completed the 
appropriation and had actually placed the water to beneficial use 
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(plaintiff's Exhibit 4). Less than one month before conveying the 
land upon which the water was being used to his children, Lester P. 
Little submitted Proof of Appropriation to the State Engineer. In 
additionf the parties to this action have by stipulation agreed that 
the water under the subject water right had actually been placed to 
beneficial use on said 80.1 acres both before and after the time of 
the execution of the conveyance (Tr. 40, 42f 43) , and the trial 
court specifically so found (Order Amending FF 1). Therefore, when 
Lester F. and Madge C. Little conveyed the 80.1 acres of land to 
their children it is undisputed that water under the subject water 
right, Segregation 26838a (85-102), was being beneficially used 
thereon and was necessary for the continued enjoyment of the land. 
Then, when the deeds from Lester F. and Madge C. Little contained no 
reservation of water but rather included "all improvements and 
appurtenances appertaining thereto," it is clear that water under 
Segregation 26838a (85-102) passed as an appurtenance to land under 
authority of §73-1-11 CJ.C.A. 1953. 
In determining that water did not pass as an appurtenance to 
land because the cetificate of appropriation had not issued (Order 
Amending FF2), the trial judge confused the concept of a valid water 
right or appropriation with the function served by the State 
Engineer in issuing a certificate of appropriation. In Utah, a 
water right exists by virtue of an appropriation, not because the 
State Engineer issues a certificate of appropriation. 
In this State, an appropriation of water is made through the 
physical acts of diverting water from its natural source and 
applying it to a beneficial use. Gunnison Irrigation Company v. 
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Gunnison Highland Canal Company, 52 Utah 347, 174 P. 852 (1918);? 
Yardley v. Swapp, 12 Utah 2d 146, 364 P.2d 4. This has always been 
the basis for establishing a right to use the waters in Utah, 
Wrathall v. Johnson, 84 Utah 50, 40 P.2d 755 (1935); Wellsville East 
Field Irrigation Company v. Lindsay Land & Livestock, 104 Utah 448, 
137 P.2d 634 (1943) and continues to be so today, §73-3-1 U.C.A. 
1953, et. seq. 
Before Utah adopted its exclusive statutory procedure for 
appropriating water, diversion of water and its application to a 
beneficial use was all that was required to establish a valid 
appropriation. Wrathall v. Johnson, supra. Even the statutory 
requirement to post notice of the appropriation at the point of 
diversion and at the nearest post office was not fatal if, as a 
matter of fact, the water was beneficially used. Salt Lake City 
Water and Electrical Power Company v. Salt Lake City and Ann Cannon, 
25 Utah 441, 71 P. 1067 (1903). Today, these early "diligence 
rights" are protected by law and if filed of record with the Utah 
State Engineer in accordance with §73-5-13 U.C.A. 1953, are 
considered prima facie evidence of the right claimed. No 
certificate of appropriation issues, no State Engineer review is 
performed, and other than the filing itself, no public notice is 
given. The presumption of validity is only rebutted by actual proof 
that the diversion was not made or that the water was not placed to 
beneficial use prior to the time Utah adopted its statutory 
procedure for appropriating water. 
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Not until 1903 on surface waters and 1935 on underground 
watersr were applications for permits required to secure an 
appropriation. Even then, the essential elements of the 
appropriation remained the same - the water user still had to 
physically construct the diversion facilities and place the water to 
beneficial use. §73-3-10 U.C.A. 1953. Adams v. Portage, 95 Utah lf 
72 P.2d 648 (1937). But, once done, the appropriation is complete, 
Deseret v. Hoopiana, 66 Utah 25, 239 P. 479 (1925), and the water 
user is entitled to a certificate of appropriation, §73-3-17 U.C.A. 
1953. 
The issuance of a certificate of appropriation by the State 
Engineer no more establishes the existence of a water right than did 
the statutory requirement to post notice of the appropriation in 
Patterson v. Ryan, 37 Utah 410, 108 P. 1118 (1910) - where the 
failure to post notice was not fatal to the existence of the water 
right. A certificate of appropriation only constitutes prima facie 
evidence that the appropriation is complete. The right itself is 
established through the physical acts of diverting the water from 
its natural source and placing it to beneficial use. 
The issuance of the certificate of appropriation is merely a 
non-discretionary function served by the State Engineer that 
confirms a pre-existing right. Such is the clear language of 
§73-3-17 U.C.A. 1953: 
Upon it being made to appear to the satisfaction of the 
State Engineer that an appropriation. . .has been 
perfected in accordance with the application therefor, and 
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that the water appropriated or affected by the change has 
been put to a beneficial use, as required by section 
73-3-16, he shall issue a certificate. . .. 
Moreover, a certificate so issued is entitled to no greater 
status than is a "diligence right" filed under authority of §73-5-13 
U.C.A. 1953. It, too, only constitutes "prima facie evidence of the 
owner's right to use the water in the quantity, for the purpose, at 
the place, and during the time specified therein, subject to prior 
rights" §73-3-17 O.C.A. 1953. It is not an adjudication of 
anything. The right is still subject to challenge, with the 
challenge being met by actual proof of a diversion of water and its 
application to a beneficial use. 
Even an adjudication by a court merely recognizes a 
pre-existing right. In a leading Colorado case, Cresson Company v. 
Whitten, 139 Colo. 273, 338 P.2d 278 (1959), the Colorado Supreme 
Court confirmed the notion that a water right exists by virtue of an 
appropriation, rather than by a judicial declaration of 
appropriation. Therein, the court declared: 
A decree in a water adjudication is only confirmatory of 
pre-existing rights; the decree does not create or grant 
any right; it serves as evidence of rights previously 
acquired. 139 Colo, at 283. 
* * * 
[4] Here Cresson and OGM had no decrees, and yet all the 
facts entitling them to decrees might well have existed 
and such facts should have been admitted. The right to 
the use of water accrues by virtue of acts in putting the 
water to a beneficial use or in providing and developing 
non-tributary water. An adjudication only confirms that 
which has already been accomplished. 139 Colo, at 284. 
Accord, Saunders v. Spina, 140 Colo. 317, 325, 344 P.2d 
469 (1959). 
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Similarly, in Cline v. Whitten, 144 Colo. 126, 355 P.2d 306 
(1960), the court stated: 
Defendant's contention that only adjudicated water rights 
can be protected from interference is without merit. 
Adjudication only confirms pre-existing rights. 144 Colo, 
at 129 (citing Cresson Company v. Whitten). 
There are even more compelling reasons why water should pass as 
an appurtenance to land before the State Engineer actually issues 
the certificate of appropriation. Administratively, the State 
Engineer has for more than twenty years transferred title to water 
based on its having passed as an appurtenance to land before 
issuance of a certificate of appropriation (Tr. 56) and, in fact, 
did it in this action. (The State Engineer's root title for this 
water right is the same root title as that claimed by Larry Little. 
(See plaintiff's Exhibit 6.)) Moreover, Mr. Gerald Stoker, an area 
engineer for the Utah State Engineer since 1966 (Tr. 44), testified 
that during his entire tenure the State Engineer's policy has been 
to transfer title to water as an appurtenance to land, unless 
expressly reserved, before the certificate of appropriation issues 
(Tr. 56 and 64). Accordingly, a holding by this Court that a water 
right cannot pass as an appurtenance to land before the State 
Engineer issues a certificate of appropriation would disrupt untold 
numbers of water titles throughout the State and would place the 
State Engineer and the courts in a terribly inconsistent position. 
Whether water then passed as an appurtenance to land would turn not 
on whether it had actually been "placed to use" thereon as required 
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by §73-1-11 O.C.A. 1953f but rather on the type of water right 
involved in the conveyance. A "diligence right", as well as a watec 
right developed under statute but involved in a general 
determination proceeding under authority of §73-4-1 et. seq. U.C.A. 
1953, would presumably be conveyed with the land as an appurtenance 
thereof, while a water right requiring proof of appropriation and 
the issuance of a certificate would not - at least until the 
certificate issued. This makes no sense and would be contrary to 
the express language of §73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953, wherein the 
legislature has simply provided that the "right to the use of water 
shall pass to the grantee of such land." The only showing required 
is that "such right was exercised next preceding the time of the 
execution of the conveyance thereof. . .." §73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953. 
Use of water on the land is the controlling factor and it should 
matter not the type of water right involved, or whether that water 
right will be confirmed by the State Engineer issuing a certificate 
of appropriation or by the court issuing its decree. 
There are now ongoing throughout the state a series of general 
determination proceedings under authority of §73-4-1 et. seq. U.C.A. 
1953, to determine all rights to the use of waters within specified 
drainage areas. In those areas where an adjudication is now pending 
water users completing their appropriations are not required to 
submit proof of appropriation, and will never receive a certificate 
of appropriation, §73-3-16 U.C.A. 1953. Pursuant to §73-3-16 U.C.A. 
1953, such water users simply file "a verified statement to the 
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effect that he has completed his appropriation or change and elects 
to file a statement of water users claim in such proposed 
determination of water rights or any supplement thereto in 
accordance with and pursuant to Chapter 4 of Title 73f in lieu of 
proof of appropriation or proof of change". Under these 
circumstances, the water users rights will not be confirmed until 
the court enters its final decree - which can take over forty or 
more years. For example
 f the Utah Lake and Jordan River 
Adjudication was initiated September 1, 1944 and is still pending, 
No. 57298f filed in the Third Judicial District Court in and for 
Salt Lake County; as is the Price River Adjudication filed May 20, 
1956, as Civil No. 8598, in the Seventh Judicial District Court in 
and For Carbon County. 
Arguably, the trial court's ruling with respect to water not 
passing as an appurtenance to land before administrative 
certification should also apply to judicial confirmation. In truth, 
there is nothing to distinguish a water user who completes his or 
her appropriation in an area undergoing a general determination 
proceeding under §73-4-1 et. seq. U.C.A. 1953 from one completing it 
under §73-3-1 et. seq. U.C.A. 1953. Both are subject to the same 
statutory requirements in developing their water rights. Both file 
sworn statements that the appropriation is complete, with the water 
having been applied to a beneficial use. The only difference is 
that one is confirmed by judicial decree while the other is 
confirmed by administrative certification - neither of which are 
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within the control of the appropriator or within the common 
knowledge of the purchaser of land upon which water has been placed 
to use. 
Significantly, the trial court's reasoning could also apply to 
appropriations completed before Utah adopted its statutory method 
for appropriating water. In those instances, there is no proof of 
appropriation no certificate, and unless by chance the water right 
is included in some type of water lawsuit, no decree. There is no 
statutory requirement that these so-called "diligence rights" ever 
be confirmed. The appropriation is complete once there is a 
diversion of water and its application to a beneficial use. Under 
these circumstances the right may never be confirmed either by way 
of certification or by judicial decree. There are untold numbers of 
these water rights in existence in the State of Utah and it would be 
ridiculous to suggest that they have not passed as an appurtenance 
to land since their establishment. 
To insure consistent application of the law, water rights 
should be held to be appurtenant to land upon a showing that the 
grantor has a right to use the water on the land being conveyed and 
has actually placed the water to use thereon. Only then will all 
water rights receive consistent treatment under §73-1-11 U.C.A. 
1953. Only then will the court avoid disrupting what has been the 
administrative policy of the State Engineer for twenty or more years 
(Tr. 56). 
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II 
WHETHER WATER PASSED AS AN APPURTENANCE TO 
LAND IS A QUESTION OF LAWf TO BE DETERMINED 
PROM THE LANGUAGE OP THE DEED 
As stated by the Honorable Bruce S. Jenkins of the Utah 
District of the United States District Court in Anschutz v. Union 
Pacific Railroad Co., Civil No. C-77-0390J (July 1984)f it is well 
established Utah law that the intent of the maker of an instrument 
must "be ascertained first from the four corners of the instrument 
itself." Continental Bank and Trust Co. v. Bybee, 6 Utah 2d 98, 306 
P.2d 773, 775 (1957). See also, Williams v. First Colony Life 
Insurance Co., 593 P.2d 534, 536 (Utah 1979); Big Butte Ranch, Inc. 
v. Holm, 570 P.2d 690, 691 (Utah 1977). If an instrument is not 
ambiguous, extrinsic evidence will not be admitted. Hartman v. 
Potter, 596 )P.2d 653, 656 (Utah 1979); Williams, 593 P.2d at 536. 
Whether an instrument is ambiguous is a matter of law, Morris v. 
Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co., 658 P.2d 1199, 1200 
(Utah 1983) . Where the terms of the document are clear and 
complete, the interpretation of the instrument is also a matter of 
law. Id. at 1201. 
In Hartman, supra, this Court addressed a problem factually 
similar to that presented here. There, plaintiffs did not seek 
reformation of the deed nor did they claim breach of warranty of 
title. Neither did they assert ambiguity in the deed. They simply 
urged the trial court to look to the intent of the parties and 
construe the deed as a matter of law. In so doing, they invited the 
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Court to look to factual matters and to assume certain facts 
pertaining to the intent of the grantor. 
In reaching its decision the Court stated: 
This Court has long recognized the cardinal rule of deed 
construction that the intention of the parties as drawn 
from the whole deed must govern. 
In the absence of ambiguityf the construction of deeds is 
a question of law for the courtf and the main object in 
construing a deed is to ascertain the intention of the 
parties, especially that of the grantor, from the language 
used. The description of the property in a deed is prima 
facie an expression of the intention of the grantor and 
the term "intention" as applied to the construction of a 
deed, is to be distinguished from its usual connotation. 
When so applied, it is a term of art and signifies a 
meaning of the writing. 
Deeds are to be construed like other written instruments, 
and where a deed is plain and unambiguous, parol evidence 
is not admissible to vary its terms. It is the court's 
duty to construe a deed as it is written, and in the final 
analysis, each instrument must be construed in the light 
of its own language and peculiar facts. It is also well 
known that the intention of the parties to a conveyance is 
open to interpretation only when the words used are 
ambiguous. 
Where the issue involved is solely one of law, as in the 
instant case, this Court is capable of determining the 
question as was the trial court and we are not bound by 
its conclusions. (citations omitted, emphasis in 
original) Ij3. at 656. 
In the instant action, defendants have not sought reformation 
of the Warranty Deed of January 16, 1968, nor have they asserted any 
ambiguity therein. They, as in Hartman, simply urged the trial 
court to look to the intent of the parties and construe the deed as 
a matter of law. Significantly, and even though it would have been 
inadmissible, defendants presented no evidence whatsoever on the 
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grantor's intent, either before or contemporaneous with the 
execution of the Deed of January 16f 1968. The record is absolutely 
void of any such expressions. The only expression of intent the 
trial court had before it was the deed itself. And, it was nowhere 
contended at trial that that instrument was or is ambiguous. 
As in Hartman, the trial court should have been precluded from 
making assumptions regarding the grantor's intent. Id;, at 657. The 
undisputed fact is that Lester F. and Madge C. Little, husband and 
wife, made a conveyance to their children on January 16, 1968, 
without expressly reserving the water appurtenant to the land. That 
deed is marked as plaintiff's Exhibit D-2 in the record and attached 
hereto as Exhibit A. They, and all their children, are chargeable 
with knowledge of that instrument - as is defendant Greene & Weed 
(Tr. 186) - by virtue of their own actions and also by the recording 
of the deed with the Kane County Recorder's office and with the Utah 
State Engineer. And, according to the clear, unambiguous language 
of the deed dated January 16, 1968, the land upon which water under 
Segregation 26838a (85-102) had been placed to use was conveyed in 
undivided one-fifth interests to the five children (FF 16) . That 
deed did not expressly reserve the water and thus pursuant to 
§73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953, that water right should have, and did, pass as 
an appurtenance to land. Therefore, the water right would 
subsequently have passed according to plaintiff's chain of title, it 
being undisputed that the land was so transferred (Tr. 245). 
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III 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN DETERMINING THAT THE 
SUBJECT WATER RIGHT DID NOT PASS AS AN APPURTENANCE 
TO LAND AFTER THE STATE ENGINEER ISSUED THE 
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATION 
Even if we assumef for the sake of argumentf that the subject 
water right did not pass as an appurtenance to land before the State 
Engineer issued his Certificate of Appropriation on Segregation 
26838a (85-102), and even if we assume further that the water right 
then passed under defendants1 root title to Lorna Little Cottam and 
Clara Bess Little Grams on November 17 , 1969, we are still faced 
with the question of why the water thereafter did not pass as an 
appurtenance to land when Lorna Little Cottam and her sister Clara 
Bess Little Grams joined their brothers and sister in dividing the 
land upon which the water was being used amongst themselves. 
Under our facts, the Amended Certificate of Appropriation No. 
8497r on Segregation No. 26838a (85-102) issued on November 25, 
1969f just eight days after the quit-claim deeds by which defendants 
claim their title issued. This meant that under defendants1 theory 
of appurtenance, that the grantees of that conveyance, Lorna Little 
Cottam and Clara Bess Little Grams, then held a fully perfected 100% 
interest in Segregation 26838a (85-102) - sufficient so that water 
could pass as an appurtenance to land - and an undivided one-fifth 
interest in the land upon which the water was being placed to use 
(by conveyance dated January 16, 1968). Therefore, when they 
thereafter joined their sister Caroline Lippincott and their 
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brothers Larry Little and John K. Little in late December 1969 and 
divided between themselves the land which had been conveyed to them 
by their parents on January 16f 1968 - without reserving the water -
the water would have passed as an appurtenance to land under 
authority of §73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953. 
It is undisputed that water under Segregation 26838a (85-102) 
was still in use on the subject property at the time of the December 
conveyances (Tr. 42; Order Amending PF 1; and the certificate issued 
November 25f 1969). Accordingly, water would have passed as an 
appurtenance to land under this series of conveyances because it was 
not expressly reserved. §73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953. Furthermore, it is 
clear from the record below that at least four of the grantees to 
this conveyance thought that it did. 
As with the deed dated January 16f 1968, defendants did not 
seek reformation of the deeds made in December of 1969f nor did they 
assert any ambiguities therein or breach of warranty. Again, they 
simply urged the trial court to look to the intent of the parties 
and construe the deeds accordingly. They urged the court to 
ascertain the intent of the parties - not from the language of the 
deeds - but rather from parol evidence. Accordingly, the principles 
(1) Interestingly enough, Lorna Little Cottam and her sister Clara 
Bess Little Grams trace their entitlement to the subject water right 
to the December conveyances, (Tr. 127, 136) not the quit claim deeds 
dated November 17r 1969 which constitute defendants1 root title. In 
addition, John K. Little (Tr. 97, 100) and Larry Lester Little (Tr. 
161), trace their individual titles through this series of 
conveyances. 
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announced in Hartman v. Potter, 596 P. 2d 653 (Utah 1979) are 
controlling and dispositive on this issue: 
It is the court's duty to construe a deed as it is 
written, and in the final analysis, each instrument must 
be construed in the light of its own language and peculiar 
facts. It is also well known that the intention of the 
parties to a conveyance is open to interpretation only 
when the words used are ambiguous. Id. at 656. 
No ambiguity exists in the series of deeds made in December of 
1969. The parties have not so contended, and the trial court did not 
so find. The trial court simply jumped to extrinsic parol evidence 
without addressing the express terms of conveyance found in the 
deeds. The trial court's actions in doing so were in error and 
should be overturned. 
As noted in Hartman, this Court is as capable of determining 
the question of ambiguity as was the trial court and is not bound by 
its conclusions. L3- at 656. Accordingly, this Court should find 
that water passed as an appurtenance to land under §73-1-11 U.C.A. 
1953, there being unity of land and water titles in the grantors -
under either party's chain of title - when the conveyances were made 
in December of 1969. 
IV 
THE DOCTRINE OP AFTER ACQUIRED TITLE ACTS 
TO VEST TITLE IN PLAINTIFF'S CHAIN OF TITLE 
Although it is here contended that the doctrine of after 
acquired title does not apply to these proceedings because water can 
and does pass as an appurtenance to land before a certificate of 
appropriation issues, the following argument is set forth simply 
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because it would have application should the Court accept 
defendants1 erroneous assertion that water cannot so pass. In that 
event, the doctrine would work to vest title to Segregation 26838a 
(85-102) in plaintiff's chain of title. 
Under §57-1-12 U.C.A. 1953 a warranty deed in statutory form 
conveys fee simple title "together with all the appurtenances, 
rights and privileges thereunto belonging." In the instant action 
the grantors of the January 16, 1968 warranty deed did this 
expressly. They included in their grant "all improvements and 
appurtenances appertaining thereto" (Exhibit D-2 in the record and 
Exhibit A attached). Therefore, if, as defendants suggest, the 
legal title to the water did not pass at the time of conveyance 
simply because the certificate of appropriation had not issued, then 
such title should have passed by operation of law once the 
certificate did issue to said grantor. That occurred October 21, 
1969 when the State Engineer issued certificate of Appropriation No. 
8497 on Segregation 26838a (85-102) to Lester P. Little (Exhibit E-a 
and E-b, PTO 111(d)). 
Under authority of §57-1-10 U.C.A. 1953 any conveyance made by 
a person who at the time of conveyance does not hold the legal 
estate but who thereafter acquires it will act to immediately pass 
title to the grantee. And, in Cox v. Ney, 580 P.2d 1085 (Utah 1978) 
this has been interpreted to apply to "any interest in the property 
conveyed by warranty deed which was outstanding at the time of 
delivery of the deed". Id. at 1087. See also Olsen v. Jones, 412 
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P.2d 169 (Okl. 1966). Accordingly, title to Segregation 26838a 
(85-102) would have passed to the grantees of the January 16, 1968 
warranty deed on October 21, 1969 when the certificate of 
appropriation issued to their grantor. 
V 
THE PAROL EVIDENCE ACCEPTED BY THE TRIAL 
COURT FAILS TO SUPPORT THE JUDGMENT RENDERED 
The inconsistencies in defendants1 case and in the trial 
court's findings of fact and conclusions of law are glaring. The 
evidence simply does not support either position. 
1. Defendants1 Root Title. 
Defendants1 root title consists of two quit claim deeds (PTO 
V(l)f PF 20f Exhibit L-l and L-2f Exhibit B attached). By virtue of 
these two deeds, defendants contend Lorna Little Cottam and Clara 
Bess Little Grams received 100% of Segregation 26838a (85-102) and 
the trial court so found (FF 20) . The weaknesses and 
inconsistencies with respect to plaintiff's claims and the trial 
court's findings include: 
(a) The grantees of the conveyancer Lorna Little Cottam 
and Clara Bess Little Grams did notf and do not, rely on these 
deeds for their interests in the subject water right. According 
to the only testimony of the grantees, Lorna Little Cottam, 
they thought the deed of December 31r 1969 gave them title to 
the subject water right (Tr. 127, 136). Such deed is 
(1) Lorna Little Cottam testified by way of deposition, which, by 
stipulation of the parties, was accepted by the Court (Tr. 120). 
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in plaintiff's chain of title, not in defendants' and reflects 
a belief that water passed as an appurtenance to land. 
(b) The quit claim deeds, on their face, do not convey 
the subject water right. Defendants rely on two quit claim 
deeds for their root title and both have numerous deficiencies. 
The first quit claim deed (Exhibit L-l) dated November 17, 
1969, involves a conveyance from Lester P. and Madge Little to 
Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Little Grams. 
Significantly, there is no reference whatsoever therein to the 
water right involved in this action. The conveyance expressly 
references the mother application not the segregated portion 
involved in this action. It also describes a Well No. 1 by a 
metes and bounds description. The other quit claim deed, 
neither dated nor notarized (Exhibit L-2), contains the only 
possible tie to the water right involved in this action. That 
tie is that Well No. 1 is described by metes and bounds as 
being located in close proximity to the well location for 
Segregation 26838a (85-102). It required consideration of 
extrinsic and parol evidence to discern this link and even then 
the link is to a point of rather than to the water right as a 
whole. Nowhere, however, is Segregation 26838a (85-102) 
mentioned in the deed or is there any land conveyed to 
which the subject water right could have been appurtenant. 
Nevertheless, the defendants claim the water passed by express 
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conveyance because the Well No. 1 description and the Well 
described in the Certificate of Appropriation for Segregation 
26838a (85-102) are close. 
Plaintiff contended below and continues to contend that it 
is defendants1 deeds which are ambiguousf not those in 
plaintiff's chain of title. And since defendants1 deeds 
expressly reference the mother application, No. 26838 (85-33) 
which is not involved in this action, the deeds have little, if 
any, bearing on the issue at hand. 
(c) The two quit claim deeds relied upon by defendants 
were not filed with the Kane County Recorder, nor are they 
found in the file maintained by the State Engineer for 
Segregation 26838a (85-102). Both were filed in the State 
Engineer's office under Application 26838 (85-33), the file 
maintained for the water right specifically referenced in the 
deeds. 
(d) Neither quit claim deed is found anywhere in the 
State Engineer's Abstract of Title for Segregation 26838a 
(85-102). The State Engineer's root title on the subject water 
right is the same as that claimed by plaintiff - the Warranty 
Deed dated January 16, 1968 (Tr. 52; plaintiff's Exhibit 6). 
The State Engineer's records for Segregation 26838a (85-102) 
make no reference whatsoever to the two quit claim deeds relied 
upon by defendants. 
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2. Conveyance #2 is Defendants' Chain of Title, 
Defendants1 chain of title is short and simple. They contend 
Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams obtained 100% of the 
subject water right by virtue of two quit claim deeds, one dated 
November 17, 1969 and the other undated. Thereafter, on September 
lr 1972, Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams, by assignment 
conveyed their 100% interest to Greene & Weed (PTO IV(2)? Tr. 192). 
The contradiction and inconsistencies with respect to this chain are 
numerous. 
(a) Standing in direct contradiction to defendants1 
claims is the court's finding that Greene & Weed obtained title 
by virtue of deeds from Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess 
Grams and by "quit claim deed from East Canyon Irrigation 
Company. . .." (FF 20). Unaccountably, the interest of East 
Canyon Irrigation Company in such water right is nowhere found 
in defendants' chain of title (PTO V). It is inexplicable how 
under defendants' theory of title East Canyon Irrigation 
Company, which does appear in plaintiff's chain of title, could 
have an interest in the subject water right. The two chains of 
title are mutually exclusive. The trial court's finding, 
therefore, is inconsistent with its ruling. Under defendants' 
chain of title East Canyon Irrigation Company could not have 
had an interest in the water right. If Lorna Little Cottam and 
Clara Bess Grams obtained 100% of the right on November 17, 
1969 and then conveyed 100% to Greene & Weed on September 1, 
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1972, there would be no other interest to be conveyed because 
Greene & Weed would have had it all. Nevertheless, the facts 
developed at trial clearly show that John K. Little, through 
East Canyon Irrigation Company, owned a portion of the water 
right which was conveyed to Greene & Weed. John K. Little 
conveyed that portion to Greene & Weed approximately two years 
after Greene & Weed contended they received 100% of the water 
right from Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams 
(plaintiff's Exhibits 18, 19 and D-10, D-ll and D-12). 
(b) The Assignment dated September lf 1972 states only 
that it assigns all of assignor's right, title and interest in 
Segregation 26838a (85-102), and defendant Greene & Weed was 
never told or led to believe that Lorna Little Cottam and Clara 
Bess Little Grams owned the entire right. To the contrary, 
Greene & Weed were led to believe Lorna and Clara Bess only 
owned five-eighths. And, it is clear that that is all they 
thought they were receiving (Tr. 147). On April 19, 1972, 
Norman H. Jackson, an attorney representing Lorna Little Cottam 
and Clara Bess Grams prepared a title opinion on the subject 
water right for Greene & Weed which is entirely consistent with 
plaintiff's chain of title and entirely inconsistent with 
defendants' chain (defendants Exhibit 38). Therein, Mr. 
Jackson established ownership of the water right as follows: 
Lorna Cottam and Clara Bess Grams own approximately 40 
acres of land covered by this Certificate, Larry Little 
owns approximately 3 0 acres, and Kenyon Little owns a 
9.1 acre parcel. 
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Thereafter,- Lorna LitLli. Uuttam and Clata heuM Hi. .jint; 
pursuu ' i oonti.act of sah-r .ind hy m mi nf ih-| >I L: ate 
V« 111 I lilii I I i MM I L i lHi l HIM ciiiln I I I III'I11! inn] Hi PiiiiliPi 4 ] r p r -
. e x p r e s s l y c o n v ^ y ^ u <i i i v e - e i q i n IL n i L u L U b l i n . e y i e ^ J i i m i 
2 6 8 1 8 a i H r i - l l l E x h i b i t s D - 1 5 a n d 11 I S a l l H r e e i i f k I\)<=M dl 
1 mil in in II mi in ini i i 11 mi I in i" in mi in in in I in •!* («d i in IM inn1 11 Woe HI {"];i, 
1 3 11 n o t by ' u r t u e o t t h e a s s i g n m e n t d o c u m e n t . 
I n t e r e s t i n q 1 y r-*miii<|ii D a n i e l W*-»edr t p r i n c i p a l i n ( i r e e n e ii 
• ' W e <a (J
 i j [ I J ! „ {j i II J III | i II II III III III i II III 1 i I ill1 i II III 11 ( 11 i ! 1 1 « II III III II III I in i III 111' 
v i r t u e ot t h e same l i v e - e i g h t h s conveyances o t I.lie s u b j e c t 
waffH i iqhf f i * in r.orna L i t t l e C^t-tvun an'l H a m Ress Grams (Tr . 
2 1 9 ) . The L emJ ir11 IIi r
 r o r m11m« 11 u, 11 l i' i > i' Il 11 1111 Il I Il 111" Il »' 11 
r e c e i v e d f r o m I I 'hiuu i i a n t o r s w l v n t i d e t r a n s a c t i o n w a s p a i d 
i I hi Mi iwpyi'1 I Il III! l I i i ii i t s u n a b l e I p r o d u c e s u c h a d e ^ d o r 
p o i i i t I n 11 a n y w h e r e i I I UP r e m r 11 11" i '" I'" I" I 11 i > 111 " " I i 11 1: 
u n t i l n r i m e c i h v conn," , v I I '"lll'ii ] ill nil he cn i . - ih c o n t e n t i o n 
in in II i II in mi III ' ' jiueut d a t e d September 
n , 19"' ., 
1
 • The Trial Court's Finding of Fact No. 1.9 is Totally Without 
Suppoit in the Reeoid. 
Finding of Pact No. 1Q *n amende*I I1 i idei Amend i in | I1"" i ml i mjs 
of Fact IMu \ nrovides: 
On iJiiinh1 I,I, i i i.! there was a land trade between i plai nt .iff 
and Loina Cult am and Clara B. Grams, wherein plainti ff 
conveyed 10 acies of land contained in the 83,3 acres. At 
the time of the conveyance, the sisters thought they had 
all the water rights here involved,- except for the water 
rights of Ji JIm Kenyon Littlef which they acknowledged at 
t hat" I- ime « 
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The only testimony on this issue could not be more clear. 
Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams did not think they had all 
the water rights here involved, except for those of John Kenyon 
Little, at the time of the trade. Their attorney told them so, the 
State Engineer told them so, and family members told them so. In 
her deposition which was read into the court record (Tr. 123-157), 
Lorna Little Cottam testified as follows: 
After discussions with several people at the Water 
Resources Division and consultation with our attorney, 
Norman Jackson, I became convinced that the water was 
probably transferred with the land. 
We traded 10 acres of land to Larry Little and acquired 10 
more acres of land covered by the Certificate of 
Appropriation of Water. Thus, we owned 51.3 acres of the 
83.3 acres. We felt we could transfer five-eighths of the 
water right to Greene & Weed. (Tr. 130) 
And later, under further examination: 
"Question: So did you enter into an agreement with Larry 
to make a trade? 
Answer: Of 10 acres only. 
Question: Was that to get some water rights from 85-102 
water application? 
Answer: I assume it was. 
* * * 
Question: You did follow through with a trade [with] 
Larry for 10 acres? 
Answer: Yes. 
Question: Did you think you received water with those 10 
acres? 
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• Answf1! TT 
' Q u e s t i n n * So aL I In t i mo t i n I i mli1 AMI iiiade f o j I hm 10 
a c r e s , y o u l e . l t y o n r e c e i J i n i 1111 mi m u , m III i i! u I H I 3 ni i iiiiii inn 
y o u r e c e i v e r ! t l i o waf e i I h i t WHIM n i l h I llni! p i e c e o f l a n d * LS 
t • I ' 
AnswHi ' ^ r r e r * - . 
Q u e s t i o n : ; i-;r : t i "<«• ^nu thought you had a 
cjreafi > i | i | • i rn wat-ei L ys-102? i s 
t h a t ct.ii riect? 
Answer: i i nought we owned 51 .3 of t h e 83 ,3 a c r e s . 
0 1 1 V b I I II II 11 31 1-* I::!1 C € ' 1 Ve Jl t il 16 1 0 d C IE" 6 S : 
A i t s w t r \ i ,i . 
Q u e s t i o n " 'In t h o s e 10' a c r e s you made t h e swap on June 27 , 
I l* I , i[ 11 I i I > . 
Answei; T h a t ' s c o r r e c t . " 
Before the I null In ill i i li'i La r ry , t h e s i s t e r s I in II"IHL owned 
.
 f v a c r e s , i in njnnt j j IM! ill I I i linn • , mlj I>>I ill I ' l i i ' i IE. I I : 
T h e r e f o r e , , Iii III  l n j i r iy t r a d e d o n . l y 10 a c r e s t h e s i s t e r s k n e w 
•'^
 if
' i i i i i i i K111 i | " ' c r e s , a n d H i e w il i i t h a t w e n t w i t h it . 
Mo c e o vein , I I in IIIIII i l l 1 n i i i n ^ I I i HI III I. HI I la< I* mi I nil ill I In IIIIII I  IIIIII II I h i s 
l e t t e r o f A p r i l Ic*» i^l 2 ( d e f e n d a n t ' s E x h i b i t i H i . 
( l i v e n t do i n c o n s i f l t e - % u I h e t: r i HI 1 r o u r t " s r f i n d i n g s o f 
i a c t a n d c o i i n J u s i o n i . nil I i In- III inn IIIIII I IIIIII I I  IIIIII III IK h» I in I  I I I I I n m 
their ti tl e, there :i s i nsufticient evidence to support the court's 
r i I 3 :i i I g D e f e n d a n t s h a v e i I o t show n a clear entitlement to Liie 
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subject water right. The court apparently became confused because 
defendants simply do not have a chain of title that makes sense. 
Ambiguities and confusion surround defendants1 chain of title and it 
is one of the great ironies of this case that defendants were able 
to use the confusion in their chain of title to reflect negatively 
on plaintiff's chain of title which is clear and unambiguous. 
CONCLUSION 
The basic material facts are not in dispute: 
1. Lester F. Little and Madge C. Little had a right to use 
water on the said 83.3 acres as of January 16f 1968 (Tr. 51). 
2. Lester F. Little and Madge C. Little were using water on 
the said 83.3 acres as of January 16f 1968 and had submitted proof 
of the same to the State Engineer (Tr. 42 and 43, Order Amending FF 
1). 
3. The Warranty Deed of January 16f 1968 from Lester Little 
and Madge C. Little conveyed 80.1 acres of said 83.3 acres without 
expressly reserving the water (Exhibit A hereto). 
4. Defendants did not seek reformation of this deed or claim 
any ambiguity with respect thereto. 
5. The land passed according to plaintiff's chain of title (FF 
16) . 
Under these circumstances, this Court should hold that water 
will pass as an appurtenance to land unless expressly reserved. Only 
then will §73-1-11 U.C.A. 1953 be consistently applied to all types 
of water rights and only then will this Court avoid disrupting years 
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of a d m i n i s t r a t i v e | " i c t i e r ^ ^reby Hie S t a t e Engin*" " 1 ] so 
t riinsl ' tv r oil wi lo i I I 1 1 P C Th i s i an ho iioonmpl i shed b\ s imply 
r e v i e w i n g rho flood nil i lanuaty M» I'-iiili i iMlnbi l fs IUMI Ini nnl 
d e c i d i n g r a s a m a t t e i of ]av> ill il it m i-lnai and unambiquoup Arid, 
mi in mi ui in in in i in i i) i ui in i f i mi mi in in in in in in 11 11 in n in i i > i h 1111 n o r h i i m < r i q h f i i» u s e 
• ' w a l . e i m i I I I H J 3 i i n l I J* ' 11111 I o i i v e y e d . J i m i l u i l e x t » t u i s e d t h a t i. i . j h t ; 
immed ia t e ly p r e c e d i n g t h e t ime of conveyance il I i tui nld have 
i in in in mi in 1111 HI i in i Mil in i i i no r i 11 i i n ' I H I I I \\ i m »i i K | I I or :1 j 
r e s e r v e d MoreoverP i I waiei so pa in III, ill i innl i s p u t n l ill (.uniLd 
have p a s s e d a c c o r d i n g lu p l a i n t i f f ' s c h a i n ui t i t l e . 
* l I I I I I l l III I III III l ) I I I III i III III i l l II II II III I II I M i ' | i i i > mi 1 in i n i I m i i i mi i , in i i in i « in i i i 
mattei of Law the deeds whereby the five Little children divided the 
ino" nf" t ho said 81 \ in i os hel wep»n themselves iflxhibit C 
l i C : i t , I . in i n . J i . in mi i | 1 1 1 i u in i in I i in mi in mi II mi in in i in in I I mi in -
a m b i g u i t y . They wen* a 1 *;* >e J* . -* vat u n oi W=LC I S 
w :" i I I 11 simpl i1 i n n f i r m •*- * * - ' 4 - »/r l id 
e t f ec t ivf j I
 ( ii I .' L I s 
r e c e i v e d it f i v e - e i g h t h s **?x injec^ by 
war i du ty deeds ID llj JOL - - ^ e ^ i ^ -*ar*t~ what 
t h e i r ».) r a n t n r n hl ^ ^ r ' i d 
l" o r e c e i v e . 
R e s p e c t f u l l y s u b m i t t e d t h i s ' day of Octoln i „ VJlil. 
CLYDE, PRiVTT h "ilhllll il/i 
K ^ ^ 
John W. Anderson 
Attornev for PI a intiff/Appellant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused four (4) copies of the foregoing 
Brief of Plaintiff/Appellant Larry Little to be hand delivered to 
the following named individuals this 1 day of October, 1987;: 
E.J. Skeen 
Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy 
50 South Main, Suite 1600 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84144 
Attorney for Defendants Lippincott 
Keith S. Christensen 
230 South 500 East, Suite 160 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
Attorney for Defendants Greene & Weed Investments 
V w a. 
l i yyqpgaj iB^ WWffl ^d) 
fe-te 
IS 
of the Following named persons, 
'JdHN/KENYOlMlVVW Mmidbldtd' 1/5' Interest;:' LARRY LESTER' LITT 
undivided 1/5 Interest; LORNA LITTLE COTTAM, an undivided 1/5 Int 
OLINE: LITTLE LIPPINCOTTfi anyundivided 1/5 interest; and CLARA 6 
HS^an undivided 1/5 Interest, AS TENANTS IN COMMON f
 v ^ 
Ten ($ 10|^|BL^L^MHHHL^LIB c o n s I<*eratJon^^^^^H^r DOLLARS; 
' .County, 
Ip :**3 South 
angeS"West^ Salt Lake Meridian, Utah*; Conta 
• ^ . . ; ' - : i ' : ^ V : ^ ; > / ^ . , ' : • •._.:,.• •-,
 t-V'.';- ,..;;':• • . * ' •• ' • - , 
-res-^:: LESS 27 acres sold to State Road Comm 
Recorded Book N5 Page 73 Records of (Jane Co. , 
15.23 acres sold to State Road Commission of U 
ded Book N6 Page 297 Records of Kane Co. Reco 
V improvements\and appurten 
l«ml 
u 
?1 
QUIT CLAIM DLED—\.'AT!'R 
LESTER F. LITTLE t MADGE L ITTLE, hur.bon I r.ivl w i f e , CRANTCRS, o f Kanab 
Kane County. S t o t c o f U t a h , he reby QUIT-CIAW," TO LORIJA COTTAM and 
CftRA*8ESS LITTLE GRAMS, b o t h rc.irr i c d •..•r?::M:i, OVU.'TrES, as Tenants 
[IfL^rhfflfflbfi.l f o r t h e sum o f Ten ($10 .00 ) D o l l a r s and o t h e r adequate 
ffid'&fiT&ITffli' c o n s i d e r a t i o n , t h e f o l l o v / i n o , d e s c r i b e d WATER RIGHTS, 
APPLICATION NO. 32632 
V e i l No. 3 
D e s c r i b e d OS B e i n g ; N o r t h 1310 f e e t on*! i . ! 1': '0 f e e t f ivm the Southwest 
Co rne r o f S e c t i o n 30 , Tcv/nship *;3 .ou ! '> I'. :u»- ' ' I l.'ei f , S . i l t Lake M e r i d i a n 
U t a h . 
ALSO 
APPLICATION NO. 26033 - File fJo. C5-.T1 
Well No. 1 
Described as being; North 2^6^ feel rnd VI-M TihO feet from the Scsrrfcoast 
Corner of Section 25 Township *>3 Scv.ih rvuu:? ', \.'est, Salt Lake Meridian 
' • .'.'•:• . . Little 
">•!•.:" i T u l e " *~ , 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF VJ,KZ ) 
On t h e ]";»> ^ , - «>f f.Vvernbcr A. f>. Ic '•'• f - - m l l y ^p ; * " »• - I b e f o r e r v 
L e s t e r F. L i t l l • ..r.J / :n; ! r^ L i t t l e , I m ' ^ ' ; . ! r?H w i r e , the \ i n / : " r s o l : he 
v / i t h i n end forw- . ;;.-j i r i r ; rL\::enl , \:.':'» «'•-• • * I i".-./!ei!Q.?l f > me t h a t t l v y 
e x e c u t e d the s : : .-. 
' • • , ; / i;.:biTf:"7 — — 
' . ( • • ; : it n i nr. Kanab U tah 
My C o o n f s s i o n c : n
 ( t . c •* •'. _2 •• ' " ; " 
V V A J J _ l < 
L E S T : . : - F r r ; . ^ L X\ . :n , . ' . :• • . - o . . ^ ' " ~ r ; * ~ ' T o n s , 
.• .
 :
*' ' .* . y • • - • . ' . . . . . j i / s T • : A':.\ - . , , M N' * 
C O I ' T A M . . .^ LAP '. 13E.".J L i r i ' L i i G R A M S , 
MANTLE'), .is T«T.,uits : , •'! ' M • >• * . ;v - . > ,! . r a 
• ; f • -• :.v. r ., JL • . . j ; , t . , „ ',. ' n ! . l c : .' (,r., ' i n : - . . • i' x 
'•VAl ER R K i l i : S, 
. . P P L i C A n * . ; . :; . .. A 
AIL.L :-;,:, 
Oer ic r iLed as- B e i n g , Nor l 1 , :i ) ii * • . •.:: : , • :- L , . ' ) , • •• .-: •
 lt . ,.:*:w. 
C o r n e r oi S c ^ u o u j W | l u v . n j h i p 4 j 5 c u l L , Lj.:ib(~ t . _ =: , ^ . . . i * . , ; . 
u U i i , 
ALSU 
A P P L I C A T I O N N O . 2b83o - r u e n u . b > j j 
A11* i l p ^ . * . ; 
D < j ^ i ; r a e d a» n e i n g ; N o r n , -cj : :oe! .*» - Z 5BZ k-" . - .i *'^r . i».! i .'4 
" r - n e r of S e c t i o n Z D , T o w n s n i p **J o o u t n , R a n g e 1> n c b i , J**ii L««xc i v i c n d ^ n 
STATE OF UTAF * 
COUNTY OF KANE} 
On the d a y oi Novem.'-e:- -t >• *W : *• - *.t>nc*il\ .
 fJpi ... .o o c i y j e m e 
L e s t e r F . L i t t l e and M a d g e L i t t l e , H.inAar^\ J I I J W U . * . i.ne s i g n e r s of t he 
w i t h i n and f o r e g o i n g i n s t r u m e n t , who au iy a c K n u w i e a g e to m e tha t t h e y 
e x e c u t e d the s a m e , 
N o t a r y P u b l i c
 t 
R e s i d i n g at K.-: > h . : ' : . 
!» 1 "j C :» l i ii i li'is ai I on e::x:p i i t s s 
- < - ' 
*3l 
mm 
'P&¥iif$^Mk'S%&. 
If JOHN' KENYON LITTLE ** ANNA MAY) LITTLE^his wife, of Kanab, Kane County^ 
^LARRY,LESTERaiTTLE & BEVERLEY S^LITTLE^nisiwife,? of Costa Mesa, Oratigm 
%$. County, State of California ' * £ « * ; ^  ;i; >^.-fe^ • y - ••*-v v;rV>k^ -$fe$$S* 
> LORNA LITTLE COTTAM, a married woman.: of Salt Lake Cityf Salt Lake Cowity 
^ State of Utah ^' -,'.••*-.•« :V^\r-:^Av^^:\VV':--^ • ; > '^v. • • ^ ^ V ^ ^ ? w ^ J 5 ^ J g ^ | 
. CAROLINE LITTLE LIPPINCOTT, a married woman, of Sacramento, Sacramento? CqnfajMb 
"instate of California , ,,.-;; t:.-r,* ;-V •*;;, ' -'.. -X:'-\:r
 v••:•>..^ 'C--,W , M;/vVi,.?H»S^ra 
>..., CLARA BESS LITTLE GRAMS, a married woman* of Kernville, Kern Countyr Ste^efffll 
^California " - '•; » ;'^^> ;^^';.- •' - ^ :^'9§^F^8 
for and in consideration of, the sum of Ten and NO/100 Dollars 'AtlOMpmi^^^. 
;^>••'other good and valuable,consideration, receipt of which is hereby scloiovl edged* rv| 
V* hereby CONVEY;AND;WARRANT*;tor ^fci:-^-,:^^.;,^.'.. \^l:-]S'^y> ?'\r- ^ r ^ $ ¥ * £ | | > # 
JOHN KENYON LITTLE of Kanab; Kane County, State of Utah, the f ollowlr>g : - - / ;2^ 
described.real property in Kane County, State of Utah, to wUt :. v ^ ^ ^ » J 
Parcel 3 Beginning *t the No*thwest Corner cf the Southwest 1/4 of the%| 
Southwest 1/4 of Section 19; Tcwnahlp 43 Seutfc, Range 4$- west*|^i 
Salt Lake Base end Meridian and running thenr.e East 11 J/7 rods|f 
thence North 28 rods* thence rest 11 2/7 rods; thence South »/,|£J 
rods to tha point of beginning*- Containing 2 acres, more or I O M ^ S ; 
iV*" * • ••:^K.^%y. '••.- •'•-•*•>*' :•• •''••'" *- *•• ' .-%••>>^--!---^-'ir>^^r^TOfl| 
Parcel 4 Beginning at the Southeast Corner of the Northeast 1/4 of t h * ^ # % 5 ! 
Southeast 1/4 of Section 24* Township 43 South, Range 5 ^ t t 1 $ $ $ $ 9 
Salt Lake tfaae and Meridian, andVunntng thence North 28 rods|i;^$& 
thence West 102 6/7 rodsf thenco South 28 rodsi thence w e s t ^ v ^ S , 
9 1/7 rodsi ther.ce South 15°139 E'i it 1,367.96 feet more o*^4**££fc 
to the South iire of said Section 24|> thence East 11 rods s»re #»>? 
less to the Sovtheast Corner vf the Southwest 1/4 of the Southeast^! 
1/4 of Section 24| thence North 80 sods; thence East 80 rods to'vl 
the point of beginning. Containing 28*75 acres.„more or less»'^,^i<." 
;•:•••• •'.:••'^:'r-y^.h .•; - ^ . v - --..v. '"•:'• •• •••.••.•*,'•• \-X-•• • < v . . * y - ^ y ^ M ^ M m ? 
Together with a 1/6 interest: in the waters of Johnson Creek and Flood sS^r^Sk 
Canyon* Together with a l l improvements and appurtenances thereunto^j'-*^-"*"*'1 
WITNESS the hands of the GRANTORS, this 
Lome Litt le Cot tarn / 
* - •>**.-1^7 \>- ;A <<:^ . 
Clara Bess Little Grams; 
John Kenyon Little 
Lu>y u^*> utt i* 
tig.;. 
•*i«*a 
-- *.?cr EX HIBIT 1 £1 
y of Ktrn 
!CKiraEnBJP«wP^* ?
 On t h t ^ 
pttrtd btfora a* Clara Btft llttlt Gxi«t, a 
ragoing lnatruaantf who duly acknowladgad to 
„if • t g n « : O f ) $ ^ i t txtcuttd tht-
iaaion EiplfM"SSJEir 
iSMBSMWrr 
TTCESU 
R.tldln»«t 
liua 
^^^Slf^JDHM KENYON*LITTLE & ANNAjMAY LITTLE^ hi» wif#r of KwabUKane County^ 
. ^ ^ ^ ^ L A R R Y LESTER^ LItTLE & BEVERLEY'SilLITTLE;"-hia w i f e , o f Costa Mesa, Oral*** 
•s ;;' LDRNA LITTLE COTTAM, a o»rried woman*, of Salt Uke Cl ty^Sal tUka Ctountfj 
| M ^ ^ g 5 t a t a ^ o f ' Utah ^M ^ V : / * , - ^-,,^ * ,: •; ^/ fev^^Y-v?3^ 
r$mJ$&4 -CAROLINE LITTLE LIPPINCOTT, a married woman*of,Sacramento, Sacras*frtoCei 
!^S^"^l^*vStata of California M V'^ v'Yv;^ :•,.•-. .-, '.? 'v:' > :'•;»••'" • > , -Vv>- .-,•• ^ * £ $ y 
J ^ i | S S ^ ^ CLARA BESS LITTLE GRAMS, amarried woman^  of Kernville, Kern County, Stati 
ftto^ V;-: ^California,: •* ^ - U V ' " """*" > ^ : i - ; ' '-'""•':- ' '• " - ' / h ; " ^ ' ^ ^ ^ • # 
*i$P^ter>Vv ":•' ,:';'''' •'•'•'' ">' ' 'V- ^'J^V-.'.'^;'.',ir '"".'.'i- ; -.,-v,lCGRAIfrORSrfe*^1&ii 
7^3-^r^-^- :-'' ~ ; •••*-•' •' •" > .^\-./' ••> ;rv" • '"-,>v\.v-- • - ^ -r- • fo*.^?*B 
. M ^ ^ l ^ ^ f o r : and in:consideration of!thaiau» ofiTeitand NO/lOO Dollarat($10.0o) an 
^^^fe^f t^° thar good and valuable conaidtxation, ra<:aipt of which ;ia harabyackno«l 
S^M^^ltiaraby'CONVEY' AND WARRANT, tfe-^-^^^*i::^ v V . c * / * ? 2 ^ ^ 
"pfSclSf LARRY 'LESTER; LITTLEr CRAMTEE^ bf ;Coata^ lltM, Orang^ County, Stata of California 
ggtha fol lowing dascrlbad raal\ property in JCanaj County^7 Stata^of; u ^ a ^ | o { p | t | ^ 
Mfha; Southeast l A ofis^ 
: Base and Meridian, Utah. Alto beginning at tha South 1 A corner of ^ef^iooT^ 
; 25 aforesaid iiinning thence West to l^ah Highway 136, thence Fte 
thence Ea»t to the North South center lin#l thence South to the point* o***^^ 
^ beginning* > : - :^ ;V.: •; r*
 :*>v'V.;-.>vJ" ^ v ' ^ ^ : ^ - > ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ . ^ ^ l | 
'-fi„ ",-.-. •"••'•: ? X ' i r j X ^ ^ #&*x;<y*:i:-,-;;^:^ 
Together with a l l well* located tl^reon aiid alto together with a l l l . ^ 
;% and appurtenances* thereunto, belonging.i^;^;^^'^'^^; V.:-•..:^'"^''liS^^lv^ WITNESS the hands of the GRAfiTORS/thiS;. 
Lorna Litt le Cottaa i ; % f 
day of • 
/John Kenyon Little 
Caroline Little Llppin 
?2&e^. y&k£J£rL "ti*/)/Uto 
Beverley S^Little 
-J^W*i^::v; County of Kane)•'••:•..-,.••:t^ >r
 >;:"v ;-v:-.>," ,;•  vr->.^-.. ;.^7,.,. -;';'-; < • :-^  ;^.; ^ -;/; 
^ ^ ^ % g : . ^ i : . ^' ;,. --On t h e v ^ ^ - daw o r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ U A>D«« 1969> | 
v S,: ^ fi appeared before no John Kenyon Little and Anna May Little, hia w i f i ^ 
^ ^ ^ 5 ;i of the foregoing instrument* who^duly acknowledged to ae that therei 
?§&&&i^r the eaa*.^w • ^ C-^ •;', - .^-:^^- : ^; : ^,; . : ;>- . - ^ ," V>5<j'.^»Vi3i 
^ S ; 
; My Coasiisaion ExpireeX—• '** zSmm&ZssG^; K',l:/s 
n i i i Q i i ^ « ^ 
^§^ ? i -:/:^- STATE OF CALIFORNIA) ; ' ""• .
 v 
f | ^ p | p , a l t w e r a of?*ha;foreo^ 
^^%^^ : «Ja^«te4 4 t lwV^-— ''•••• • ^^v.-.v^^-,^/.::..-,>,,, T$;SS>>\ i\^'^"^ . 
\o 
"v* 5 r?i!T ' ' • 
1* 
3 
% 
a 
1? 
i 
^ r - I H O n t h t -
•ppeared before m* 
foregbingtinstrument, 
tne executed th#« 
E&S& 
Sacrunento) v^ 
thtr^^^a^rl _ 
• me Carolina Little Llppin 
ntt who duly acknowledg 
• SACRAMENTO COUU,. 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA) 
* : • ,; • > ' • ' •-•• • ~ v ; v ^ ; - | 
County of Kexnf; ^ ) 
'?•;>.' On t W ^ 2 _ -
ared before Be Clara 
I l l E x p l r H ^ 0 ^ ^:A^H;m * w,co^; 
.BERTA A,C«EENWOO0 j>:?$ i 
NOTARY PUBLIC CALifORNIA I 
_ ,_ ^^fmmm 
?*:;•' 
WARRANTY DEED 
3? J 
JOHN KENYON UTILE * ANNA HAY LITTLE, hia wifatiof Kanab, Kana County, Stata 
•of Utah "• .-•'• ' ' K : •..-: 
LARRY LESTER LITTLE * BEVERLEY S. LITTLE, hit wifa, of COata Masa, Oranga 
County, Stata of California 
LORNA LITTLE COTTAM, a aarrlad woaan, of Salt Laka City, Salt Uka County, 
Stata of Utah 
CAROLINE LITTLE LIPPINOOTT, a aaxriad noun, of Sacraaanto, Sacranento Countyf, 
.Stata of California 
CLARA BESS LITTLE GRAMS, a marriad wowan, of Karnvilla, Karn County* Stata of 
California - , .S 
• • • • • ' :'•-:;'•::••-• : ' : r G R A N T O R S , •:^.:. . . / • • : , ; 
for and in cons id trat ion of tha sun of Tan and NO/lOO Dollars ($10.00) - and ^ j 
othtr good and valuabla conaidaration, racaipt of which ia haraby acknowladgad' 
htraby CWWEY AND WWIAOT ..-. ^ X^A.A,- y^ '.,- ''^fir^r-1 • 
LORNA LITILE COTTAJt of Salt Laka City, Salt Laka!County, Stata of Utah, and
 u > I' 
CLARA BBS? LITTLE GRAMS, of Karnvilla, Karn County, Stata of California, tha |V 
following daacribad raal proparty In Kana County, Stata of Utah, to witty v I > 
Parcal 1 Tha Southuaat l/4 of tha Northwaat 1/4 of Saction 25, Jownahip 4 3 ^ ! 
;•••:. • South,^nga5:ilaata" Salt Laka Baaa^and Maridian«fe; . • -^ ^ ^  
Parcal 2 Tha North l/2 of tha Southwast l/4 of Saction 23, Township 43 South, §/ 
Ranga 5 Wast, Salt Uka lasa and Maridlan. LESS, that sold to tha 
Stata Road Goamlation of Utah and LESS that part lying aast of • 
Highway U 136 
Parcal 3 Tha Northaait i/4 of tha Southaatt 1/4 of Saction 26, Township 43 < 
South, Raxvja 5 Waat,: Salt Laka Bosa and Marifiian 
Parcal 4 Tha War.t l/2 af tha Southward 1/4 of, Saction 30, Township 43 South, 
Rtnga <£Wast, ^ Salt Laka Basa and Maridian, \, :; : ^  
Parcal 5 Tha Hast 1^2 af tha Northiast 1/4 of Saction 2 % Townahip 43 Nbrthi £ $ 
Ranga,3 Wast, Salt Laka Basa and Maridian. *.M.i 
• •.: •;••.-- • - v>-'^*% > ' ^ ^ ^ : ^ : - : v < - ; . - . , \ ^ - - - ' ^ ^ •• • -••• '. ^ V x - . S S 8! 
Togathar with all iaproyaaanta and appurtanancas appartaining tharato. 3 a 
WITNESS THE h a n d a o f t h a Q M I I ^ 
Lorna Littla Cottan MMm /John Kanyon/Llttla 
roliaa Llttla Llpp 
< Clara Baaa l^lm}&^i^MM;^.:m^XH 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
tar Llttla 
^ i apaaarad baf ar# 
.:S«af tha\Jf^wibii, 
Littla, hia wifa* algnara 
adfatt t« aW that tha* axaoutad 
acknowledged to me/that t. 
Ontha ^ 3 day of _ 
r«rf-befer«^a^^oUna Little 
repot-Keni" 
: i * • ) a v i ^ On t h e , , 
,• appeared b e f o r e me Clara B e t s L i t t l e Gr 
^ r e g o l n g I n s t r u m e n t , who d u l y acknowl* 
Ion Explreeo*a.BO\A>iKtOT-
ROBERTA A. UR 
NOTARY PUBUC 
r,Vi pBWClPAt Orn 
COU" 
gqpMKTW-* 5 h « T W M | 
STATE OF UTAH 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
Water Rights 
1636 West North Temple • Suite 220 • Salt I ake City UT 54116 3156 • 801 533 6071 
Norman H Bangerter Governor 
Dee C Hansen Executive Director 
Robert t Morgan State Engineer 
C E R T I F I C A T I O N 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the attached documents are true and correct copies 
of: 
Title Abstract (2 pages) No. A-26838-a (85-102); and the following 
documents which are reflected on the Title Abstract: 
Warranty Deed No. 15105, Lester L. Little & Madge C. Little; 
Warranty Deed No. 16764, John K. Little, Larry L. Little* 
Lorna Cottam, Clara Grams & Caroline Lippincott; 
Quit Claim Deed, No, 18722, John K. Little & Anna May Little; 
Warranty Deed, No. 28819, Lorna Little Cottam & Clara Bess 
Little Grams; 
Quit Claim Deed, No, 25256, East Canyon Irrigation Co.; 
Warranty Deed, No. 27766, A. H. Greene, Jr. & Daniel R. Weed; 
Warranty Deed, No. 32103, A. H. Greene, Jr. & Daniel R. Weed; and 
Warranty Deed, No. 32952, Leon Lippincott & Caroline Lippincott. 
Said Documents are on file in the office of the Utah Division of Water 
Rights, located at 1636 West North Temple Street, Second Floor, Salt Lake 
City, UT 84116. 
DATED this 22nd day of October, 1985. 
Robert L. Morgan,,, 
State Engineer 
&&*? 
/gm 
Attachments 

a l i n Right 
faj>e No. 2_ RE: A-26838-a (85-102) 
fr 152 Determination 
DATE 
I n s t r 1 t E x e c u ' t n 
(by O r i g ' r ) 12 /18 /74 
Recor'd(by No.)1/28/75 
Rec'vd (by us)5/16/83 
P tion (by us) 
Instr11 Execu'tn 
(by Orig'r) 12/23/75 
R e c o r ' d (by No.)1/20/76 
Rec 'vd (by us)5/30/78 
A c t i o n (by us ) 
I n s t r * t Execu* tn 
(by O r i g ' r ) 12 /15 /78 
R e c o r ' d (by No.)12/23/77 
Rec ' vd (by us)12/28/77 
A c t i o n (by us) 
T I T L E A B S T R A C T 
I n s t r ' t E x e c u ' t n 
(by O r i g ' r ) 5 /16 /78 
R e c o r ' d (by No.)6/16/78 
Rec 'vd (by u s ) l / 1 9 / 7 9 
- \ c t i on (by us) 
TITLE CHAISE 
INSTRUMENT 
Assingment LJ 
Deed: 
Warranty D 
Quit Claim EJ 
#25256
 Q 
Assignment 
Deed: 
Warranty 
#27766 (Tuit Claim 
D 
0 
D 
D 
Assignment 
Deed: 
#3^lWnty 
D 
Quit Claim D 
D 
Assignment 
Deed: 
Warranty 
!j^i9t5^laim 
D 
D 
a 
ASSIGNOR/CONVEYOR/OWNERSHIP 
NAME and ADDRESS ^" 
East Canyon Irrigation Co. 
A. H. Greene Or. and 
Daniel R. Weed \ 
:
;
 L'~-* jfe^k-.t;^X^»4f>>;^ 
• ;:*v*S\ 
A. H. Greene Or. and 
Daniel R. Weed ' 
Leon Lippincott and 
Caroline Lippincott 
RETAINED 
AMOUNT :: 
CONVEYED 
AMOUNT 
|(0.12374 
CFS) . 
6.87 AF 
ASSIGNEE/PURCHASER/NEW OWNERSHIP 
; ;.' . NAME and ADPRESS . COUNTY 
A. H. Greene Or. and 
Daniel R. Weed - ; 
oir^-ii^-^*.-:-?/. 
(0.345 CFS|(0.575 CFS 
158.561 AF 264,269 AF 
3/8 .- |[5/8 
(0.115 CFS 
52.853 AF 
3/4 
(0.230 CFS 
105.708 AF 
1/4 
(0.5175 |(0.2875 
CFS) JCFS) 
237.843 AFJ132.134 AF 
Leon S, lippincott and 
Caroline Lippincott 
^ ^ • t * ^ 
8RSWBR5 
Leon S. Lippincott and 
Caroline Lippincott : 
Larry L. Litt le 
.^RECAP - .5/23/83 
"Lippincott J: 
Larry Litt le 
* Green Ji Weed 
(0,5175 CFS) ?r; 
(0,2875 CFS) 
(0.115 rCFS) : 
:237.843 AF 
132.134 AF 
. 52/853 AF 
Form 96 
^Q,92 --CFS ., ^ p 2 ? . 8 3 . AF 
e: j- i , i,:;c-. 
; ; . . - J . 7 t L v J t* , 
. J ( 
! • : . ) 
L ',...., 
U l . , ; , c C U 
p i T ~ T T T T ; . . . . . . . .. u • i'. :.: > L".:J3 ;.!'.••. f: 
i ' ; ; . C o u i i i / 
, ^ .«„.,„• u i ; ' ; •. • v , ^ • — ; j . ' v . - . - ' i " „ 
. v . . . J . ' . • . . w. J l w L . ' • . . . ) ; •' » w . L • 1 ;,» L' J J J 
. • . • . ^ i «~ _• U l \ . . • - :. » • - - ' J • <- 'J t" j 
< , j J. 
I h i l w O , U.w h u i i U w Ci - w . J 
H I ' n ; ii/ii i 
, , j . i.' i t i l t i i 
i ! < ^ . 
, A . i; i. 
..'....Li 
\\ )<>» 
'.£<..' 
i 
\ 
I, 
v. 
V 
oTATL C f i i I 
County oi' ^ 
i I peisuiiciiy 
0 i i j J r j C,, L i t t l e 
Juiy L,..l:ii,jv;icLvj.,:J 
. ..': V....L..*. . . 
j l G i y i ;uij», , : 
V^Vi 
WAHHANTY DF.F.O 
3 ? J 
JOHN KENY.OJi^ UTTLE a. ANNA JAAYJJTTLE,, h i s w i f e , of Kanab, Kane County, S t a t e 
°f u tah" , ^
 A .. 
LARRY,LESTER LITTLE ^.DEVERLEY.S.._LITTLH» his wife, of Costa Mesa, Orange 
"County, State "of California 
LORNA^LITTLE COITAM,,a married woman, of Salt Lake City, oalt Lake County, 
STTte of Utah ~ " 
CAROLINEJJTJLE..LIIM>INCOTT.1 a married woman, of Sacramento, Sacramento County, 
Sta'tVof California 
CLARA BESS^LITTLE GRAMS, a married woman, of Kernville, Kern County, State of 
California \\ 
GRANTORS, t 
for and in consideration of the sum of Ten and NO/100 Dollars ($10.00) and 
other good and valuable consideration, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, 
hereby CONVEY AND WARRANT, to 
LORNA UTILE.COTTAM of Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County, State of Utah, and 
TlARA^D'ESs' LITTLE "GRAMS of Kernville, Kern County, State of California, the 
Tollowing-"^"-"-orTbecl real' property in Kane County, State of Utah, to wit: 
Parcel 1 The Southwest l/4 of the Northwest l/4 of Section 25, Township 43 » 
South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian- £ 
Parcel 2 The North 1/2 of the Southwest l/4 of Section 25, Township 43 South,^ 
Range 5 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, LESS, that sold to the ^ 
State Road Commission of Utah and LESS that part lying east of ~, 
Highway U 136, r. 
o 
Parcel 3 The Northeast l/4 of the Southeast l/4 of Section 26, Township 43 g. 
South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian. £ 
Parcel 4 The West 1/2 of the Southwes-; l/4 of Section 30, Township 43 South, j^j 
Range 4i West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian. vj 
v 
Parcel 5 The West l/2 of the Northeast 1/4 of Section 25, Township 43 North, o 
Range 5 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian. >. 
Together with all improvements and appurtenances appertaining thereto. 
WITNESS THE hands of the GRANTORS, this ? >. • / day of / V
 t •  -, .. , 196
c 
Lorna Little Cottam 
V, c^ w;-:^ - ?- * , -77j ('C (* LLil^L: 
Caroline Little Lippincott 
Clara Bess Little Grams 
1// / / - yJ'-fUJ' 
John Kenyon Lat t le 
Anna May L i t t l e " 
^•K,fy^ 'St; 
/: 
•N (/Vh%V./j..^.i\ 
Larry Loiter Little 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
Beverley S. Little 
., :.+• ^ C 
County of Kane) 
On the day of ,, A.D. 1969, personally 
appeared before me John Kenyon Little and Anna May Little, hie wif*, sianers 
of the foregoing instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that, they executed 
the same. 
My Commission Expires 
-.^ / \ 
Notary Public 
I ) . . . - : -J • - • 
A:/ 4, fo -J ••-• 
LV*:..- • u. U.L.... 
^J U.J - C . C'^J...J -..wc , . . - V* J l . / j , C L ' . . w . U w / L . . . . C ' w w ' y . l . 
...'/ L . „W- . ; -JLHUI . 
. - L-* u;... i 
:>,r . . ' , .^ , U J - — . j . u y 
L.j""u.!3,!./.;"jV'-i;f.o LL.-JW 
^, . . . - . : - j^ -u. i - . . . . , _ . 
U.J U.J , " 
- J~—U 
^ 
. ... . . . . . . . . , ;. i '..cJ t.u.:-.i; Glu.::- 0- u.J 
. . . . . X . ^ ^ i U l..j , : . j t , U . J ^ . . W W U C L J Ui/J UU.Ja 
;.v- u^.:i-—;•_ c • 
UUU.„, Oj' UU.*i 
UU.C:JJU.J -j;.^_w. 
.••.«.J,»,... J _ . ) ; ; , J U ^ C : . : . - . . / 
»../ U . L - . : ^ . w . ) ......... 
v ,7 
-// 
. . U ^ U U . J a y-: .^. y.^U^J^C'y 
CLATW D.V'LHHHKTA'^R MZ <? 
JCH>: * . MTTI.:-: and A \A <•'>';' •" . i. :"."...: '•'."*'• ar-: * -.ri T*tf>, Orantrtr*, 
of Kanab, Xano C-M^IY, 5 u :o ..;.:* Ijt.an, fvi^hry- : envoy and oyit o l a i a 
to East Canyon i r r . . ' i ^ . o . y-rr*Tr, •» V ;.~n nonprofit Corporation, 
Grantee, Tor the a\\:r. nf ,'c-i .;.>•"-..\^. Dol lars and cthar adaquat* and 
valuable .znr.sidcra :;CMS <11 nir ri»jht aria i n l o r e s t to th« follorring 
daicr ibed *at<sr r i ^ \ t » »c -.tit: 
Applicat ion M\;.-r*r 32 '^? , a l so Seg. A?p. Nc 32632-A (35-701) 
Applicat ion Nn*b*r Is'T'-c W>-'-T0 
^ r t i f t c a t * c^ A-.- - - p r i k ' i o n .)i"7, T.«C (85-102) Applicat ion Ho. 
<J-«S28-A: A-SV-'.-. t* ;.-•' ft© 11.:?:".' acr-* of land And watar 110 
.Y.a - s \r. tri L-'vrsf*. Jr-. r*i«:ht tr.- J*** wa t o n of Johnson Creek and 
"Loon '.?a/r/or.. 
ronn IC. Li t t l s 
STAT- - -'W-
On *i«c _]0th- ,J" *;" A-i.-'!»f A . . . 1970 poraonally a-.-w»a: ••.; 
v
-efc>n; r.a John *. :'''\c *rvi *::'«* .•-•, ". I d t t l a , th* *i.£TV*rr r-T • ne 
n t > i ' i «nd / e r e - >;:v :..?:• rir*j:i* , TT1 • n\:ly ac'Knotrladr'id to n<e that 
*.htsr * xa<*v; t* d t.he * * ^ . 
'*»siointf A* fanab, Utah 
\*y Connies lor. K:rp ""•.'• .".Ma 1, l">7'j 
c.B iry &n / . 
v i ; 
$b*fr 
AUG .aO"1976;:; -^  
: ' • * 
,'nm: 
! ^ ./'::V^VVV:L0RNA- L. COTTAM, also known as LORNA LITTLE .COTTAM , a^wontan : 
of Salt Lake City, Utah, and CLARA BESS LITTLE GRAMS,- also known as 
C L A R A ^ B E S S ' L . ' G R A M S , of Ridgecrest, California, GRANTORS>'.for* and in 
^cbnsxderation of the sum of TEN-AND NO/100 DOLLARS ($10-.doV and other 
•good;^adequate, and valuable consideration hereby CONVEY/and WARRANT to 
A;..',vHvi GREENE and DANIEL R. WEED, both of 1843 West Campbell:-.. A venue,,. • 
•••Pho^iiVcAri2ona> GRANTEES, the-.-following described;, property-located in 
<v
'
r\^::J/i,:r •• : " . •' «."•"•.',;•, \ . ^ ^ ' l - ; ^ •^•;.:*•: ^ ' 
•'Kdnej'Cbunty, State of Utah: ""• ..v ....--. ^\ . — 
P a r c e l ' 1: The Southwest quarter of the Northwest •'quarter^-of.' ^\',,M 
Section 25, Township 43 South, Range. 5 West
 rv.Salt' * v " 
tyParcel 2: 
• a i 
83-
•Lake Meridian. 
i i)"/V! 
'•i'*^;.».•-.< 
Parcel'-3: 
-Pa re e'1; *4: 
. ^ . ''" -' ^  * 
The North half of the Southwest quarter of- Section •*..,•• | g 
25, Township 43 South, Range.5 West,. Salt Lake,Base, ..'••;.•; ^ 
and Meridian. LESS, that sold to the State Road- ;A J \ | 
Commission of Utah ar.d LESS that part lying East ofl.y^y1 
Highway U-136. .-. /W"'/"•£ -/-^ 
The, Northeast quarter of the Southeast quarter jbf*''.•,;'.•. 
Section 26, Township 43 South, Range 5' Wesbv^Salt /*-•• •:•*' 
Lake Meridian. ".'"'. • .--"V". .-"T^ * ,v'i'"C"",, "". 
The Northwest quarter of the Southwest, quart^r'^'the^^> 
North half of the Southwest quarter of the Southwestyv 
quarter, and the Southeast quarter of the Southwest, "*" 
\.:f5fcfc 
•
;y#U«^\. ; .quarter of the Southwest quarter of Section 30, Town-V V 
'•'.'Vil-M :* ship 43, Range 4-1/2 West, Salt Lake Meridian:'•.••;'.'".; r *^ 
Parcel 5.: The West half of the Northeast quarter of Section 25^ 5
 m 
4-jr^ ..- "• Township 43 South, Range 5 W e s t , Salt Lake Meridian... <£| [ 
i-;-''?^^-- ' • -'\: V. -.\ ,-•.:'• V'vdrS 
;;Par^lv6; The North half of the North half of-trie; Northwest, ^ V\: ^  t 
•:;•'.•  ..t :-wj.<v .. quarter of the Southeast quarter of Section 25',::;Town-' ^^\ \ 
-'• *
12*V^ . ship 43 South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Meridian'. , v*'•'•• &\ \ 
;•'.'• ^ v , V r \ • . - . . . ••••• .'• •• 
»-* • .->•• *•: Together with any and ill water rights and Bureau of 
•:'.
;
 '-
:
: v Land Management grazir g privileges and permits appur-. 
tenant thereto or in i aywise appertaining thereto. 
i\f\K'-?*'*' Together with all and singular the tenements, heredi-
taments rind npp\irtenancos thereunto appertaining or 
" •• in anywise belonging thereto. 
'Mi 
r.-r-,\. 
WITNESS, the hands of the Grantors this 
j^iX'^^A^ , A.D. 1972. 
/g£;:. day of 
''**}• V 
?• 
?. 
i , * * 
, ^ 
Sb $* 
7o (' iqo • ^ « - ) . . i . i ^ / ^ ^
 ^ ' ^ 
^
,
. 
.^ _ & -
MATTSSON. JACKSON & MClFF 
ATTORNtYS AT LAW 
- 2 -
STATE OF--, UTAJi ^ ) 
COyHTY/OT & £ $ LAKE ) 
* . p u n u c
 0 , , ^ 
" * . ^ ' v * 0n abiar $0?/ day of Ui'tygtf- , A.D. 1972, personal 
appear>fl^befo<:^ me LORNA L. COTTAM, rflso known as LORNA LITTLE COTTAM 
a wonifca^ pnc^^o^ t h e s i g n e r s of t h e f o r e g o i n g WARRANTY DEED, who d u l y 
ack^otfHedged^to me t h a t she e x e c u t e d the same. 
ttbv NOTARY PUBLIC/ 
Residing at: 
My commission expires-
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY-OF l^^__ 
ss. 
) 
1
 \ }' On this /^~ day of d!t!&f£*j(-*y~ A.D.v 1972, person-
ally appeared before me CLARA BESS LITTLE GRAMS, also known as CLARA 
BESS^L. GRAMS, a woman, one of the signers of the foregoing WARRANTY 
DESo/jwho duly acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
Pt 0 Bbi <n f?w^et{«t Calf 93555 
NOTARY P U B L I C ^ ' 2 7 
Residing at: T ^ A ^ ^ A (~u / 
My commission expires: '<o 1, '-, 
7 *•/ ~ 7y 
191 
_<U;in urcene «\ W e d I I V L - , L I I U I . L , • -- / ) No Li l t l v u ' i V I , , I ' l i o u i x , A r i / o n j o^Olb 
"THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT IF NOT UNDERSTOOD SEEK COMPETENT ADVICE " 
QUIT-CLAIM DEED 
EAST CANYON IRRIGATION COMPANY, a Utah c o r p o r a t i o n grantor 
of Kanab , County of Kane , State of Utah, hereby 
QUIT-CLAIM to A. H. GREENE, JR. and DANIEL R. WEED dba GREENE & WEED 
INVESTMENTS 
grantee 
of Phoenix, Ar izona , Maricopa County for the sum of 
TEN AND NO/100 - DOLLARS, 
the following described water r i g h t s in Kane County, 
State of Utah: 
Al l our r i g h t s in C e r t i f i c a t e of A p p r o p r i a t i o n No. 8497, Book W-2, 
Page 84, Kane County Records . (Water Users Claim No. 85-102, 
A p p l i c a t i o n No. 26838-a , a-5989) 
RECEIVED 
N .< . u 1983 
ULUAR CITY 
V 
,x 
5 < 
W I T N E S S the hand of said grantor , this 18 th day of 
December . A. D. one thousand nin$ hundred and seven ty f o u r . 
EAST CANYON IRRIGATION COMPANY 
Signed in the presence of ) /I S /J ? /? 
^wLuO^X - (^ot/uL ) > President 
y 
/ < 3 * C ~ ^ . ^ ^ ' S e c r e t a r y 
STATE OF UTAH, 
COUNTY OF Kane 
On the 18 th d-iy of December , A.P. 19 7b 
personally appeared before me 
John K. L i t t l e and Anna May L i t t l e 
the signers of the within instrument, who dulv acknowledged to me that t hey executed the 
. . -
 t , / / Notary Public. 
My /:ornrni ^ sloii expires i^iia 2^ , JL977 Hosi.Iin^'in . . J??H§lLi..2t!l1 
APPkOVi n 11 »WM IITAH sFrui/nu s c COMMISSION 
'if WARRANTY DEEJ 
j A. H. GREENE, JR. and DANIEL R. WEED, dba GREENE & WEED INVESTMENTS, a partnership^ 
' consisting of A. H. Greene, Jr. and Daniel R. Weed ' Arizona 
of Phoenix
 t CounUr 0t , Maricopa , State of" , hereby 
CONVEY and WARRANT to 
LEON S0 LIPPINCOTT and CAROLINE LIPPINCOTT, husband and wife, not as tenants 
in common and not as community property estate, but as joint tenants with 
i^|l| right of survivorship 8Tante«* 
^ II •/ of 2200 60th Street, Sacramento , County of , State of Califc 
r I , 
^ i It for the sum of • •M*4***^u n a n a —H2— DOLLARS, 
^ i | x n a 100 
^jl|! and other good and valuable consideration, receipt of which i s hereby acknowledged 
ii 
i 
i, 
- i 
5j 
II 
I,1 
r \ 
]• * 
i 
f'i 
the following: described water rights* in Kane County, 
State of Utah, to wit : <N3 Rl 
5/8 interest in and to Water Users Claim 85-102, Application No. 26838-A, " t 
A-5389 Certificate of Application No. 8497. 
U L C E I V E C 
MM 3 o w/a 
WATF.il RIGHTS 
? : 
A, l?. Greeiya, / T 
tTcl R. Weed " 
i.,! WITNESS the hand of said grantors, this A 3 day of ^ - ^ ' A D 1 9 / > ' 
f) 
„...._ _ . . . . . ; ^ . . . 
! STATE OF ARIZONA ) - ^ / v V V v 
COUNTY or
 M a r t c o p a \ ^ ^ 
On the 23rd day of December , A.D. 1£V?§V*'V«' 
;, • personally appeared before me A. H. GREENE, JR. and DANIEL R. WEED, partners of1. j \ ; . ' . . , \ 
, i ^ GREENE & WEED INVESTMENTS 
. •' the signer of the within instrument, vbo duly acknowledged to me that they executed the 
, same. ~ 
U
 Notary Public. 
My commission itxpirm S e p t . 9 , 1979 .KpgifKn>> in P h o e n i x , Ar izona 
APPROVED I O P M 'J r AH S'-CUKinE'j COMMISSION Mb-
r 
STATE OF ARIZONA, | I hereby certify that the within instrument was filed and recorded 
; ss. 
t 19 at . M. 
County of —• • '•' , , , J l - ' 
In Docket No.. Pago , at U\c request of 
When recorded mail to: 
Witness my hand and official seal. 
Countv Recorder 
By 
Deputy Recorder 
Fee No.: 
Indexed: 
Compared: 
Photostated: 
Fee: $ 
I.R.S.: J . 
Harranty Stopft 
For the consideration of Ten Dollars, and other valuable considerations, I or we, A. H. GREENE, JR, 
and DANIEL R. WEED, d o i n j b u s i n e s s as GREENE & WEED INVESTMENTS. 
do hereby convey to LEON S. LIPPINCOTT and CAROLINE LIPPINCOTT, husband and 
wife as Joint Tenants with right of survivorship, of P, 0, Box 924, 
Kanab, Utah, 84741. UTAH 
the following described property situnud in Kane County, ^tiVTK'-C 
V 
One-Ouarter {h) intercut in and to Water Users' Claim 85-102, 
Application No. 26G3G-A, A-5389 Certificate of Appropriation No. 8497, 
And I or we do warrant the title against all persons whomsoever, subject to the matters above set forth. 
Dated this 1 5 t h _ - d a y of D e c e i n b a C 19__I7_. 
- - •' v < . . ) 
•i! 
if 
'% 
i 
STATE o r ARIZONA 
, MARICOPA County of 
> 3 S . 
My commission will expire / • / ' >. // < ' • • • . 
STATE 0 F _ 
Countv of 
7. • -d-kuvv(' /L-A(ii>i>l± 
This instrument was acknowledged before me this 1 5 t h Hay 
of.. Doccmbar 19 77 >>y |j 
A. H. Greene, J r i , 
and D a n i e l R. Weed ij 
•'.'/'. ' /-ft7 /&' 
/ Notary Publjc :j 
/ 
This instrum_u.t was acknowledged before me this day 
of_ .._ 19 ,by 
My commission will expire Notary Public Ij 
»~26.£ j y 
WHEN RECORL J, MAIL TO: 
RECEIVE 
y%. "•: " I m l91979 
/ % .<& '""A* ~"~ "" " WATtR p'OUTC 
n c C l v
 n a - Space Above for Recorder's Use 
?\ * V ^ & WARRANTY DEED 
v / ^ l _ ^ ^ < \ / -..-•: i . •. u . r w . " •••••! :• .v : ' . LI:V! ^"- , grantor-
^ vVrV- , County of ' \ ' , State of Utah, 
lu»:cby CONVEY and WARRANT to 
'-\"'. '.'•' '.. ' ' r f'. •'• » grantee 
p » f ~ C " 
'!••«!?• •••nvcr-!!. t. 
of U"f\ \ v \ , County of p'.V"-; , State of Utah 
for the sum of Prt- -•- DOLLARS, 
........
 3 V^H.-*.H 
ihe following described tiactXXtftiand'iii: t^>uiitjr/kSta^c^Ulah;:tb^witi 
••' r'v>. 3Jr '?rJ V : ;'*>^ C-vvj^y^ .Jute of Utah, to wi t : 
W S i •>•.'• r*i¥. \' '"•'* t.? '•'-«-•>?• "" 'v . ~!Ai"i '-''.'••"?. \npjAc.ntion Vo. ?.<;8'3B-\, 
* 
^ 
.^ ^  
WITNESS the hand of said grantor ., this day of 19 re - ?' 
Signed in the presence of 
:0"'. 'j. L iou incot t . 
:VroTfne" Li pnincotE" 
STATE OF UTAH, 
County of i • ••.. 
On the ! •..-• ,v day of 
I»crsonaily appeared before mo 
. 19 V'. 
the si^neri of "the above instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that -* he^ executed the 
f.Lune.^-' \iJAb.. ''•{ 
A 
i/ « v . £ . - : ;< \
 tt ., 
Mr» concussion expires i......:.'..V...-...;l - Residing in 
k * \ ..,•• 
\ ^"^^ocM^OVVD FORM — UTAH SECURITIES 
I O K M l ^ y ' > < ( * * £ AfltTVJESO:"- icrtur co.. «• w. N INTH «O.. • « _ C . L . M O I 
. . i - i^-. ._. . j^k^! 
° Notary Public. 
.J^^u ;^L_.^^i\ 
COMMISSION 
^ 7 0 
EXHIBIT E 
PLAINTIFF'S CHAIN OF TITLE 
1) Warranty Deed - January 16f 1968: 
Lester F. Little - John Kenyon Little 
Madge C. Little Larry Lester Little 
(Grantors) Lorna Little Cottam 
Clara Bess Little Grams 
Caroline Little 
Lippincott 
(Grantees) 
in undivided 1/5 interests. 
2) Warranty Deed - December 30, 1969: 
5 children - John Kenyon Little 
(Grantors) (Grantee) 
8.0 acres 
3) Warranty Deed - December 30f 1969: 
5 children - Larry Lester Little 
(Grantors) (Grantee) 
30.0 acres 
4) Warranty Deed - December 31, 1969: 
5 children - Lorna Little Cottam 
Clara Bess Little Grams 
(Grantors) (Grantees) 
41.3 acres 
DEFENDANTS' CHAIN OF TITLE 
1) Quit claim deeds - Nov. 17f 1969: 
Lester F. Little -/Lorna Little Cottam 
Madge Little 
(Grantors) 
Application 
Clara Bess Little 
.Grams 
JGrantees) 
(85-33) 
2) Assignment - September 1, 1972: 
Lorna Little Cottam - Greene & Weed 
Clara Bess Little Grams (Grantees) 
(Grantors) 
Their interest in 
Segregation 26838a (85-102) 
PLAINTIFF'S CHAIN OF TITLE 
1. On December 31f 1962, Lester F. and Madge C. Little, 
by Warranty Deed, conveyed land to John K. Little. The 
conveyance contained 3.2 acres (SEH NWH and N*? NWH) of the 
subject 83.3 acres. 
2. On January 16f 1968, Lester F. Little and Madge C. 
Little, by Warranty Deed and without reservation of water, 
conveyed an undivided l/5th interest to land containing 
appurtenant water described therein to each of their children as 
follows: 
a. John Kenyon Little 
b. Larry Lester Little 
c. Lorna Little Cottam 
d. Caroline Little Lippincott 
e. Clara Bess Little Grams 
(This conveyance would include all the lands described in 
application No. 26838a (85-102) excepting 3.2 acres lying in the 
SEH NWHr N*$ NWH, which were theretofore conveyed to John K« 
Little by 1 above. The lands are described as follows: 
1.3 acres NWk NEH 
40.0 acres SWH NEH 
8.0 acres SEH NEH 
9.1 acres NEH SEH 
21.0 acres NWH SEH 
7.0 acres NEH SWH 
80.1 acres 
2 
3. On December 30f 1969, the five children referenced 
above, by Warranty Deedf conveyed to John Kenyon Little 
approximately 160 acres of land which included the following 
described portion of the subject 83.3 acres, together with all 
improvements and appurtenances (no reservation of water): 
8.0 acres SEH NEH 
4. On December 30, 1969, the five children referenced 
above, by Warranty Deed, conveyed to Larry L. Little 
approximately 160 acres of land which included the following 
described portions of the subject 83.3 acres, together with all 
improvements and appurtenances (no reservation of water): 
21.0 acres NWH SEH 
9.1 acres NEk SEH 
30.1 acres 
5. On December 31, 1969, the five children referenced 
above, by Warranty Deed, conveyed to Lorna Little Cottara and 
Clara Bess Little Grams approximately 320 acres of land which 
included the following described portions of the subject 83.3 
acres, together with all improvements and appurtenances (no 
reservation of water): 
40.0 acres SWk NEH 
1.3 acres NWk NEH 
41.3 acres 
(The Uh SWH is also part of the land conveyed by this deed to 
Lorna Cottam and Clara Bess Grams, ..." Less that sold to The 
3 
State Road Commission of Otah and less that part lying East of 
Highway 0 136." This later portion is comprised of .7 acres of 
land specified in the water proof and remains in all five 
children.) ^^ 
6. On March 16,/| John Kenyon Little and Anna Mae P. 
Little, by Warranty Deed, conveyed the following described 
portions of the subject 83.3 acres, together with all 
improvements and appurtenances, to themselves as joint tenants 
(no reservation of water): 
8cQ acres SEk NEH 
3.2 acres SE*c NW^ 
11.2 acres 
7. On August 10, 1970, John Kenyon Little and Anna Mae P. 
Little, by Quit-Claim Deed, conveyed to East Canyon Irrigation 
Company all of their interest in the subject water rights. 
8. On June 27, 1972, Larry L. Little and Beverly S. 
Little, by Warranty Deed, conveyed to Lorna Little Cottam and 
Clara Bess Little Grams the following described portions of the 
subject 83.3 acres, together with all appurtenances (no 
reservation of water): 
10.0 acres NH N*$ m\ SEH 
9. On September 1, 1972, Lorna L. Cottam and Clara Bess 
Little Grams placed in escrow a deed which conveyed and 
warranted to A. H. Green and Daniel R. Weed the following 
described portions of the subject 83.3 acres, together with all 
appurtenances: 
4 
1.3 acres NWH NEH 
40.0 acres SWH NE^ j 
10.0 acres Uh Uh SWh SEH 
51.3 acres 
10. On December 18, 1974, John K. and Anna Mae P. Little, 
by Warranty Deedf conveyed land to Green & Weed Investments as 
follows: 
That part of East half of the Northwest quarter of 
Section 25, Township 43 South, Range 5 West, Salt 
Lake Base and Meridian, which is situated East of 
Utah Highway 136, also known as the Alton Road; 
together with all improvements and appurtenances 
thereunto belonging except for the water rights and 
mineral rights which are expressly reserved unless 
otherwise conveyed. 
11. On December 18, 1974, John K. Little and Anna Mae 
Little, by Quit Claim Deed, conveyed all their interest in the 
subject water to A.H. Green and Daniel R. Weed, dba Green & Weed 
Investments. 
12. On December 18, 1974, East Canyon Irrigation Company, 
by Quit Claim Deed, expressly conveyed all its interest in the 
subject water to A.H. Green and Daniel R. Weed, dba Green & Weed 
Investments. 
13. On December 18, 1975, Clara Bess Little Grams 
conveyed to Green & Weed Investments lands that were included in 
the escrowed deed referenced in Deed 9 above. 
14. On December 18, 1975, Lorna L. Cottam, by Warranty 
Deed, conveyed lands that were included in the escrowed deed 
referenced in 9 above. 
5 
15. On December 18, 1975f Clara Bess Little Gramsf and on 
December 24, 1975, Lorna Little Cottamf by separate Warranty 
Deeds, conveyed a 5/8ths interest to the subject water right to 
A.H. Green, Jr., and Daniel R. Weed, dba Green & Weed 
Investments. 
16. On December 18, 1975 (recorded after the above), A.H. 
Green and Daniel R. Weed, dba Green & Weed Investments, by 
Warranty Deed, conveyed the following described portions of the 
subject 83.3 acres to Larry L. Little, together with all 
improvements and appurtenances: 
25.0 acres S 5/8 of the SEk NEk 
10.0 acres $h Nh NWk SEk 
1.75 acres 5/8 of the SEk NWH (part of 3.2 acres) 
36.73 acres 
17. On December 18, 1975 (recorded December 23, 1975), 
A.H. Green, Jr., and Daniel R. Weed, dba Green & Weed 
Investments, by Warranty Deed, conveyed the following described 
portions of the subject 83.3 acres to Leon S. Lippincott and 
Caroline Lippincott, together with all improvements and 
appurtenances: 
1.3 acres NWk Nek 
15.0 acres SWk NEk 
1.47 acres N 3/8 SEk NWk 
17.77 acres 
6 
18. On December 23, 1975, A.H. Green, Jr., and Daniel R. Weed, 
dba Green & Weed Investments, by Warranty Deed, expressly 
conveyed a 5/8ths interest in and to the subject water to Leon 
S. and Caroline Lippincott. 
19. On January 11, 1976, Beverly Little, by Quit Claim 
Deed, conveyed the same property as described in 16 above to 
Larry L. Little. 
20. On August 16, 1976, the escrowed deed described in 9 
above was released from escrow and recorded. 
21. On May 3, 1977, John Kenyon Little and Anna Pord 
Little, by Warranty Deed, conveyed 8.0 acres of land described 
in Deed 6 to Larry Lester Little. 
22. On December 15, 1977, A.H. Green, Jr., and Daniel R. 
Weed, dba Green & Weed Investments, by Warranty Deed, expressly 
conveyed a l/4th interest in and to the subject water right to 
Leon S. Lippincott and Caroline Lippincott. 
23. On May 16, 1978, Leon S. Lippincott and Caroline 
Lippincott, by Warranty Deed, expressly conveyed a 5/16ths 
interest in and to the subject water to Larry L. Little. 
PLAINTIFF'S TITLE SUMMARY 
Larry Lester Little 
(a) By Deed No. 4 
(b) Less Deed No. 8 
Subtotal 
(c) By Deed No. 23 
(5/16 of 83.3) 
Total 
John Kenyon Little 
(a) By Deed No. 1 
(b) By Deed No. 3 
Subtotal 
(c) By Deed No. 6 
A reconveyance of 
same 11.2 to 
themselves 
(d) Less Deed No. 7 
to East Canyon 
Irrigation -11.2 acres 
(e) By Deed No. 10 
Conveyed land which previously 
had appurtenant water 
(f) By Deed No. 11 
Quit-claimed water 
Total -0-
East Canyon Irrigation Company 
(a) By Deed No. 7 11.2 acres 
(b) Less Deed No. 12 -11.2 acres 
to A. H. Green 
and Daniel R. Weed 
dba Green & Weed 
Investments 
30.1 acres 
-10.0 acres 
20.1 acres 
26.03125 acres 
46.13125 acres or 
55.38% 
3.2 acres 
8.0 acres 
11.2 acres 
Total -0-
2 
Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams 
41.3 acres (a) By Deed No. 4 
(b) By Deed No. 7 
from Larry 
Subtotal 
(c) Less Deeds 13, 14 
and 15 to 
Green & Weed— 
5/8's or 
(d) By Deed No. 9 -
Release from escrow 
Total 
10.0 acres 
51.3 acres 
-51.3 acres 
-0-
Green & Weed Investment Company 
(a) By Deed No. 9 
(b) By Deed No. 12 
51.3 acres (5/8fs) 
11.2 acres 
62.5 or Subtotal 
(c) Less Deeds 16, 17 
and 18 less 5/8's -52.0625 
Subtotal 10.4375 
(d) Less Deed No. 22 
less 25% of right 20.825 
Total Shortfall 
75.03% 
62.5% 
12.53% 
25% 
(10.3875) (12.47%) 
Caroline Little Lippincott 
(a) By Deed Nos. 17 and 
18 5/8fs 52.0625 acres 
(b) By Deed No. 22 1/4 
but Green & Weed 
are short 12.42% 
so conveyed only 10.4375 acres 
Total 36.46875 or 43.78% 
CONCLOSION 
1. Larry Little 
2. Caroline Lippincott 
3. Still shown in the five 
Little children 
46.13125 acres or 55.38% 
36.46875 acres or 43.78% 
.7 acre or .84% 
TOTAL 83.3 or 100% 
DEFENDANTS1 CHAIN OF TITLE 
1. On November 17, 1969, Lester F. Little and Madge Little, 
quit-claimed to Lorna Cottam and Clara Bess Little Grams 
Application No. 26838 (85-33), Well No. 1 - in State Engineer's 
file No. (85-33) - described as being: N 2465 feet and W 2640 
feet from the SE corner of Section 25, T43Sr R5W, SLM, Utah. Said 
deed was re-executed with Well No. 1 being described as N 425 feet 
and W 2582 feet from the E 1/4 corner of Section 25, T43Sf R5W, 
SLMr Utah. (The second deed was not dated or notarized. Neither 
deed was filed with the Kane County Recorder's office, but both 
deeds were filed in the State Engineer's office in the file on 
Application 26838 (85-33). 
2. Bill of Sale dated April 19, 1971, from Lester F. Little 
to Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Little Grams, transferring 
sprinkling system. 
3. Letter to Lorna L. Cottam, dated May 10, 1971, from 
Donald C. Norseth, State Division of Water Rights, and a response 
from Lorna Cottam to Mr. Norseth, dated May 11, 1971. Letter is 
contained in State Engineer's file No. (85-33). 
4. Larry Little statement dated March 19, 1971. Letter is 
contained in State Engineer's file No. (85-33). 
5. On August 2, 1972, Green & Weed Investments entered into 
a Contract of Sale with Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Little 
2 
Grams, to purchase land and their interest in the subject water 
right. Application 26838-a (85-102), Certificate 8497. 
6. On September 1, 1972, Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess 
Little Grams assigned all their rightf title, and interest in the 
subject water right. Application 26838-a (85-102), Certificate 
8497, to Green & Weed Investments. 
7. Larry Little letter dated November 1, 1975. 
8. On December 23, 1975, A. H. Green, Jr., and Daniel R. 
Weed, dba Green & Weed Investments, by Warranty Deed, expressly 
conveyed a 5/8 interest in and to the subject water to Leon S. and 
Caroline Lippincott. 
9. On December 15, 1977, A. H. Green, Jr., and Daniel R. 
Weed, dba Green & Weed Investments, by Warranty Deed, expressly 
conveyed a 1/4 interest in and to the subject water right to Leon 
S. Lippincott and Caroline Lippincott. 
10. Page 152 of the State Engineer's Proposed Determination 
of Water Rights in Colorado River Drainage Area-Kanab and Johnson 
Creek Division, Code 85, Book No. 1. 
